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Abstract

The possibility to store charged particles in Penning traps for long times basically at rest

has enabled a rich variety of intriguing measurement opportunities. The purely static

magnetic and electric fields, in combination with the extremely good vacuum in cryogenic

Penning traps, largely decouples the ion from the complicated environment and thus gives

a clear and unobscured view onto the fundamental properties of the ion. Moreover, the

theoretical calculations in atomic physics, using the quantum field theories of the Standard

Model, have reached an impressive precision. Consequently, by measuring observables with

similar precision we get the opportunity to test our most fundamental theories in physics.

Here, highly charged ions (HCI) play a special role. The bound electrons in such HCI are

exposed to the extremely strong electromagnetic fields of the nucleus - the strongest fields

we have available in the laboratory in stable systems. Moreover, in HCI typically only

single or a few electrons are left and calculations of the atomic structure are relatively

simple and accurate. Consequently, HCI provide close to ideal conditions for stringent tests

of the Standard Model, specifically quantum electrodynamics (QED). In the last years, my

group at the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics (MPIK), part of the “stored and

cooled ions” division led by Klaus Blaum, has developed two experiments, Alphatrap

and Liontrap. Liontrap is dedicated to the determination of the atomic masses of the

lightest ions. We have provided world-leading values for the proton, the deuteron and

the HD+ molecular ion. This way, we have shed light on the puzzle of light ion masses,

a long-standing discrepancy in the literature values of these fundamentally important

constants. At Alphatrap and its predecessor experiment at Mainz we have performed a

series of measurements on the g-factor of the bound electron(s), among others the to date

most stringent test of QED in strong fields and the determination of the electron atomic

mass from the g-factor of hydrogenlike carbon to 11 digits. Recently, we have connected

Alphatrap to the Heidelberg HD-EBIT high energy ion source and are now working on

progressing our experiments towards the heavy-HCI regime, where electric fields up to

1016 V cm−1 can be found. With this programme, Alphatrap is part of the Collaborative

Research Centre 1225 ISOQUANT. Furthermore, new techniques enable performing precise

laser spectroscopy in HCI and other systems that are notoriously difficult to address,

such as the molecular hydrogen ion. The development of sympathetic laser cooling of

ions in separate traps will open up a precision regime that was previously beyond reach.

Overall, we have a unique toolbox available, which will give us the opportunity to perform

intriguing measurements that will help to advance our understanding of fundamental

physics.
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Glossary

g-factor unitless gyromagnetic ratio, ~µ = q
2m
~s.

BWE Bohr-Weisskopf effect, the influence of the spatial distribution of the nuclear

magnetization on the hyperfine splitting.

CFR cyclotron frequency ratio.

CPT charge parity time.

CSGE continuous Stern-Gerlach effect, allows determination of the spin orientation via a

superimposed magnetic bottle.

ESR Experimental storage ring.

FWHM Full width at half maximum.

HCI highly charged ion.

HFS Hyperfine splitting or hyperfine structure.

KATRIN Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino Experiment, Experiment to determine the electron-

antineutrino mass from the beta decay spectrum of tritium.

mmW millimeter waves, microwaves with a wavelength in the single mm range.

MPIK Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik (Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics).

OFHC Oxygen-Free High thermal Conductivity, a copper alloy with < 500 ppm of oxygen

content.

PnA Pulse-and-Amplify, phase sensitive frequency estimation technique specifically for

low energies.

PnP Pulse-and-Phase, phase sensitive frequency estimation technique.

ppm parts per million, 10−6.

QED quantum electrodynamics, the quantum field theory to describe the electromagnetic

interaction within the standard model.



QLS quantum logic spectroscopy.

SODS second order Doppler shift.

SQUID superconducting interference device.

w.l.o.g. without loss of generality.

XHV eXtremely High Vacuum.



1 | Introduction

Over the last decades, Penning traps have evolved into a very versatile and powerful

tool to perform ultra precision measurements on charged particles [1]. The simplicity of

the static electromagnetic fields which provide the confinement enables an unparalleled

control of the motional frequencies of the trapped particles. Especially in cryogenic setups,

where cryosorption of the residual gas enables achieving a virtually perfect vacuum below

10−16 mbar, we can engineer traps with properties almost indistinguishable from the ideal

mathematical concept. The trapped particle can be isolated from the environment to

an extent where only desired interactions play a role. This is obviously very close to

the ideal spectroscopic situation that Hans G. Dehmelt depicted of a single, isolated

particle, resting in empty space [2]. Making use of this toolbox allows us to measure

observables of atomic physics with exceptional precision. By comparing those observables

with predictions of quantum theory we can put our understanding of physics to a delicate

test. Since only dimensionless quantities can be of truely fundamental meaning it is

typically ratios of observables, in many cases measured with different systems and in

independent experiments, that have to be combined in order to perform such a test. This

way, automatically a large range of physics is tested.

The large magnitude of the confining magnetic field B in Penning traps, typically in

the range of several tesla, naturally provides access to properties of the ion that are

related to the magnetic field strength. The cyclotron frequency ωc = q
m
B with which

the ion (with charge q and mass m) would rotate around the axis of the homogeneous

magnetic field plays a key role in that context, as it enables calibrating the magnetic

field strength right at the position of the ion with high precision. This way, a number of

intriguing measurements become possible, such as determinations of the charge-to-mass

ratio (“mass measurements”) or, if the mass of the particle is known sufficiently well, the

magnetic moment of the particles1. A seminal example of this concept is the determination

of ae = (g − 2) /2 [3, 4], the anomaly of the electron spin. Here, the small difference

between the frequencies of the cyclotron rotation and the precession of the electron spin is

determined. As the spin precession (Larmor) frequency is proportional to the g-factor of

the electron, which can be calculated from first principles and with extraordinary precision

using quantum electrodynamics (QED), a comparison of the measured anomaly with

1If the magnetic moment is given in the form of the dimensionless g-factor, for “fundamental” particles
such as the electron, but also e.g. the proton, the mass drops out in the definition and its precise knowledge
is thus not required.
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Figure 1.1: Contributions to g/2
of the electron. With higher pre-
cision, not only higher loop-order
QED contributions, but also contri-
butions originating from weak and
strong interactions become visible.
Taken from [10].

the theoretical prediction yields a sensitive and stringent test of the Standard Model.

Already in 1987 Hans G. Dehmelt had developed the techniques necessary to confine a

single electron indefinitely, observe its motional frequencies via their associated image

currents and to determine its spin orientation via a technique termed the “continuous

Stern-Gerlach effect” (CSGE [5], see section 2.4). With this toolbox, Dehmelt was able

to measure the anomaly ae of the electron in absence of disturbances from other charged

particles and in a very clean and controlled environment. He achieved a relative accuracy

of about 4 ppb2 for both the electron and its antimatter counterpart, the positron [3].

When using a value of the electromagnetic finestructure constant α from an independent

measurement with comparable precision, as it is available today [6, 7], this result can be

interpreted as a test (and confirmation) of quantum electrodynamics on that level. In

2006 [8] and 2008 [4], the group of Gerald Gabrielse at Harvard further improved on this

precision and achieved the to date most precise value for ae with a relative uncertainty of

only 0.28 ppb. Here, a general property of this class of experiments becomes apparent:

As the observable, in this case the anomaly of the electron or positron, is (potentially)

influenced by a large variety of effects from QED but also weak and strong interactions as

well as hypothetical unknown particles and interaction (“fifth force” [9]) on some level, an

improved experimental (and theoretical) precision can be seen as a more stringent probe

for any physics beyond the Standard Model. Indeed, the precision in such low energy

experiments (and generally atomic physics experiments) can be sufficient to compete with

or exceed the stringency of searches for new physics with high energy experiments in

large scale accelerators and impose important constraints on the development of theories

beyond the Standard Model [11]. A similar measurement as for the electron anomaly can

also be performed for the muon, the next-heavier lepton. Owing to the finite lifetime

and the production mechanism of the muon, this measurement is performed in a storage

ring [12] at Fermilab. While the muon g-2 is significantly less precise than the electron

2parts per billion
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version, the most recent run of the experiment has produced a result at .46 ppm3 relative

precision. Combined with earlier results [13] from the same storage ring, operated at

Brookhaven National Laboratory at that time, the precision reaches 0.35 ppm and reveals a

tension with the theoretical prediction of about 4.2 standard deviations. This is especially

intriguing as the muon is, compared to the electron, more sensitive to unknown particles

by a factor of (mµ/me)
2 ≈ 43 000. The collaboration is currently working on the evaluation

of data already taken in additional runs. Once revealed, these will either make the current

discrepancy vanish or unambiguously confirm a hint on new physics. In that case, more

experiments on other observables will be required to gain further insight into the nature

of this discrepancy. A special type of experiment are comparisons of the same property

in a matter and antimatter particle. Here, charge-parity-time (CPT) reversal symmetry

demands that both values need to be identical (up to the sign). This way, a test of CPT

invariance does not necessarily need a theoretical prediction of the value of the observable.

In the case of the electron and positron the values of the anomalies have been compared

and found to be equal at the given precision - which lead to the most stringent test of

CPT invariance in the lepton sector [3]. Furthermore, the charge-to-mass ratio of proton

and antiproton has been compared [14] in a Penning trap by the BASE collaboration at

the antiproton decelerator at CERN, Geneva.

A wealth of very interesting observables arise when using composite atomic or molecular

ions in Penning trap experiments. While e.g. in the case of the g-factor the observable

spin precession frequency depends on an external parameter, in this case the magnetic

field, in atomic and molecular ions the internal binding fields define observables. While a

magnetic field, even from the best superconducting magnet, will always show fluctuations

in time, the atomic fields are stable to a much higher extent, only limited by external

perturbations. Consequently, also the transition frequencies can be measured with - in

many cases - higher precision. A spectacular example are the optical ion clocks, which now

have surpassed a fractional repeatability of δf/f = 10−18 [15]. However, especially for heavy

ions, the increasing number of electrons makes it very challenging to perform calculations

with comparable precision. There is only a limited number of observables that can be

assessed from first principles. Here, highly charged ions (HCI) play an important role. By

removing most of the electrons from a heavy ion, not only the complexity of the system is

drastically reduced, but the remaining electrons are then located in the inner shells - where

they are exposed to the strongest electromagnetic fields accessible to precision experiments

in the laboratory. The electric field in hydrogenlike 208Pb81+ ion reaches 1016 V/cm, orders

of magnitude higher than in the currently most intense lasers. This allows us to assess the

question whether QED - which had originally been constructed (and tested) with only

weak or even negligible fields available - stays valid even in the most extreme conditions.

3parts per million
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Experimentally, such highly charged ions bring along new challenges. The transitions

of the gross structure scale quadratically with the nuclear charge Z, bringing them into

the regime of hard x-rays for heavy systems. Consequently, the high precision offered by

optical spectroscopy techniques can be only applied to special types of transitions (see

chapter 5). The spin precession frequency is however not subject to this strong scaling, so

that the g-factor of the HCI remains an extremely useful observable for tests of physics in

strong fields. Before performing spectroscopy however, the ions have to be produced, which

becomes increasingly difficult with higher nuclear charge Z as the ionisation potential

increases roughly proportional to Z2 and surpasses hundred keV for hydrogenlike 208Pb81+.

Only very few facilities worldwide have the ability to produce such ions. At the GSI

Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung the (lowly charged) ions are accelerated to

high energy and then impinged onto a thin foil, where they loose most of their electrons.

While this is very efficient in producing HCI, the products have a large energy distribution

and are consequently hard to capture. The HITRAP facility [16] is aiming at this task.

The alternative is to keep the ions essentially at rest and impinge them with a high-energy

electron beam. To achieve substantial production rates in this concept of an electron

beam ion trap (EBIT), a very intense, high-energy electron beam is required. An EBIT

that potentially meets this requirement is the Heidelberg HD-EBIT at the Max Planck

Institute for Nuclear Physics (MPIK) in Heidelberg, Germany, developed and run by the

group of Prof. Dr. José Crespo.

The unique conditions at MPIK also provided the foundations that allowed my group,

a part of the “stored and cooled ions” division lead by Prof. Dr. Klaus Blaum, to develop

and build Alphatrap [1], a cryogenic multi-Penning trap setup dedicated to precision

measurements with HCI for fundamental physics. This versatile experiment is based on

the original g-factor experiment for HCI that has been developed and built at the Johannes

Gutenberg University Mainz by a collaboration between Prof. Dr. Günter Werth, PD. Dr.

Wolfgang Quint and Prof. Dr. Heinz-Jürgen Kluge and later has been further developed

by the group of Klaus Blaum, including myself during my PhD thesis. Unlike this original

experiment however, Alphatrap allows the injection of ions from the HD-EBIT and other

external sources and provides optical access to the trap, in addition to the millimeter-wave

access. In a special “analysis trap” with a strong magnetic bottle we can employ the

CSGE to determine the magnetic moment orientation of the ion. This way, a multitude of

different measurements can be performed at Alphatrap, from g-factor measurements

to optical spectroscopy. As we have recently proposed [1, 17], we can use the CSGE to

find and probe even extremely long-lived and correspondingly narrow transitions. Owing

to a cryogenically operable valve, Alphatrap reaches the extremely good vacuum level

required for the long-term confinement of even the heaviest ions in spite of its connection

to a room-temperature beamline for ion injection. This unique combination of features

12



has already lead to very successful measurements in the past years [18, 17] and will in the

future allow us to perform extraordinarily stringent tests of QED in strong fields. To this

end, the experimental results have to be complemented with the best theory predictions.

To this end, my group is embedded in the project B01 of the Collaborative Research

Centre 1225 ISOQUANT. Here, we strongly profit from the close collaboration with the

theory group of PD. Dr. Zoltán Harman in the ISOQUANT project B02, one of the

world-leading groups in this field. Furthermore, we have long-term collaborations with

a number of theory groups worldwide that are working on this subject, among others

Vladimir Shabaev and Dmitry Glazov in St. Petersburg, Andrey Volotka at the Helmholtz

Insitute in Jena and Krzysztof Pachucki at the University of Warsaw.

While Alphatrap is optimised for heavy HCI, for many applications in atomic physics

the masses of specifically the lightest ion - proton, deuteron and the helium isotopes are

required. A value of the proton (and deuteron) mass, combined with an independently

measured electron mass, enables the interpretation of the extremely precisely measured

spectra of the hydrogen atom and the hydrogen molecular ions [19, 20, 21]. In this range of

masses, the precision achieved today exceeds 10 ppt, which corresponds to about 10 meV

of energy when expressed as the equivalent mass increase. This means that atomic scale

energies can be weighed as masses. By comparing the ground state mass of 3He+ and 3T+

we plan to give a precise measure of the energy released by the beta decay of 3T+. This

value is of importance for the KATRIN collaboration as an independent calibration of the

endpoint of this decay in the search for the electron anti-neutrino mass.

In order to enable measurements specifically in this light mass regime, a specialised

apparatus is required. When the available electron beam energy in the hermetically sealed

trap chamber of the Mainz g-factor experiment on HCI became a limitation for extending

these measurements towards higher Z HCI, our group started an extensive reconstruction

of this apparatus. The result is the Liontrap (Light Ion Trap) experiment, a cryogenic

Penning trap system dedicated and optimized to mass measurements on light ions. This

thesis will give an overview of measurements that have been performed by these two

setups and how these have contributed to the current state of knowledge in atomic physics.

Chapter 2 is dedicated to the basic principles of Penning trap measurements and introduces

the techniques used here. In chapter 3, 4 and 5 Liontrap and Alphatrap and their

most successful measurement campaigns are presented. Finally, in chapter 6 I give an

outlook onto the exciting future of this field.

13
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2 | Basics of Precision Penning-Trap

Experiments

In this chapter I will give a brief introduction of the common techniques and the nomen-

clature commonly used in modern precision Penning-trap experiments. More information

in a consistent notation can be found in our extensive review articles on the Alphatrap

g-factor experiment

• S. Sturm et al. “The ALPHATRAP experiment”. In: Eur. Phys. J. Spec. Top.

227.13 (2019), pp. 1425–1491

as well as the Liontrap mass spectrometer

• F. Heiße et al. “High-precision mass spectrometer for light ions”. In: Phys. Rev. A

100 (2 2019), p. 022518

The latter article also covers the known dominant systematic frequency shifts of Liontrap.

In a Penning trap a charged particle with mass m and charge q is confined mainly by

a strong homogeneous magnetic field B0, typically of several tesla strength and generated

by a superconducting magnet, which forces the particle onto cyclotron-like spiral orbits

around the magnetic field axis (z axis) with a frequency1

ωc =
q

m
B0. (2.1)

In order to confine the particle in all three dimensions we superimpose a quadrupole

electrostatic potential, generated by conductive electrodes (see figure 2.1), which makes

the particle undergo a harmonic oscillator motion (“axial”) along the z axis with frequency

ωz. Most modern precision Penning traps feature a cylindrical stack of electrodes. Even

though the natural shape to produce a quadrupolar potential would be hyperbolic planes

(with infinite size), the advantage of having open ends drastically simplifies ion transport

as well as laser- and millimeter wave excitation. As the quadrupole potential necessarily

causes a force in the x-y plane, the cyclotron motion splits into two new orthonormal

modes, the “modified” cyclotron (with frequency ω+) and the magnetron (with frequency

1In this thesis, ν denotes a frequency in Hz and ω = 2πν the respective angular frequency. In the text
both will be called frequencies, in an effort to limit factors of 2π in the formulas.
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Figure 2.1: Cut-open view
of a cylindrical electrode
stack of the Liontrap pre-
cision trap. The axis of the
cylinders is aligned with
the magnetic field. The
ion is confined in the cen-
ter of the symmetric ring
electrode. The inner elec-
trodes are split to support
radiofrequency excitations.

B

1cm

ω−) motion. Typically, the frequencies show a clear hierarchy:

ωc > ω+ � ωz � ω−. (2.2)

The trap eigenfrequencies, which are all dependent on the exact (and typically not

sufficiently well known) properties of the trap electrode stack, can be combined to determine

the “free” cyclotron frequency ωc that depends solely on the magnetic field (and the particle

properties):

ω2
c = ω2

+ + ω2
z + ω2

−. (2.3)

This so-called invariance theorem [23] stays valid even in the presence of a number of

unavoidable imperfections, such as a misalignment between the axis of the electric and

magnetic fields and an elliptic deformation of the trapping field. Equation 2.3 is thus

the basis for the precise determination of the magnetic field in a Penning trap. Without

such imperfections, the frequency of the axial motion ωz is defined by the strength of the

electrostatic potential and the particle’s charge-to-mass ratio:

ωz =

√
qC2V0

md2
. (2.4)

Here, the unitless coefficient C2, the voltage V0 and the “characteristic trap dimension” d

parameterize the strength of the harmonic part of the potential Φ. For hyperbolical traps

d is connected to the ring radius, for cylindrical electrodes it has to be suitably chosen2.

Its purpose is to make Cn unitless and consequently it always drops out in observables

when used consistently. The general potential is defined in as Legendre series (consistent

with the notation in [25], in the usual cylindrical coordinate system):

Φ (r, θ) =
∞∑
n=0

Φn =
V0

2

∞∑
n=0

Cn
dn
rnPn (cos θ), (2.5)

2For Alphatrap and Liontrap d has been calculated from the electrode lengths [24], alternatively
one can choose it such that C2 becomes unity.
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Figure 2.2: Motion of a par-
ticle in a Penning trap. The
combined motion (blue) can
be separated into the axial os-
cillation (green), the slow mag-
netron “drift” motion (black)
around the electrostatic cen-
ter and the rapid modified cy-
clotron oscillation. The red
line is the projection on a
constant-z plane. The ampli-
tudes and frequencies are set
to unusual values to improve
the visualisation.

where the Pn are the Legendre polynomials. If the trap is designed in such a way that

all Cn > 2 coefficients are negligible, the axial motion becomes harmonic and its stability

depends solely on the voltage V0. Since a constant voltage can be produced with much

better stability than an alternating one, the motional frequencies in Penning traps are

typically significantly better defined and less fluctuating than those in radiofrequency (rf)

traps. Modern precision sources for constant voltages [26] can reach relative stabilities

in the order of 30 ppb for minute timescales, translating into a 15 ppb stability of the

axial frequency. In the future, the integration of Josephson junctions [behr2012develop,

ment] to provide a reference voltage could even imprbetweene100 ppt and optimally this

numbers. On that level, even the mechanical (in-)stability of the trap can cause comparable

or larger fluctuations. The good temporal stability found in the most recent traps in

turn allows us to tune out any residual anharmonicities in situ with the use of so-called

correction electrodes to an extent where imperfections of the field are totally negligible

at least for “cold” (comparable to 4 K) particles on small orbits. The largest frequency,

ω+, mostly depends on the magnetic field strength B0. As the magnetic field is typically

produced by a superconducting magnet in a stabilized environment, the relative stability3

δω+/ω+ can (and needs to) be significantly better than δωz/ωz. Typically, between subsequent

measurements a repeatability of between 100 ppt and optimally 30 ppt (in the case of

Liontrap) can be reached. The same stability (on minute timescales) can be expected

for all directly magnetic field dependent observables, such as e.g. the spin precession

frequency. If the magnetic field is not perfectly homogeneous, the trap frequencies will

generally depend on the orbit sizes. Similar as for the electrostatic potential, a series

3I use δ for fluctuations and ∆ for nominal shifts.
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expansion can be done for the axial component of the magnetic field:

B(n)
z = Bn

bη/2c∑
k=0

(−1)k

22k

n!

(n− 2k)!(k!)2
zn−2kρ2k. (2.6)

The dominant terms are typically the lowest order even (in n > 0) terms. Since the

particle oscillates mostly symmetrically with respect to the trap center, the odd order

imperfections do not lead to secular frequency shifts in first order. In some cases however

the combination of two odd order imperfections, such as (C3 ×B1), B2
1 or C2

3 can cause

sizeable effects. These will be covered in section 2.1.1.

2.1 Field imperfections

The field of the highly optimized precision traps used in our experiments are, for cold

ions, extremely well described by the electrostatic quadrupole C2 and the homogeneous

magnetic field B0. Magnetic inhomogeneities of the superconducting magnet have been

minimized during the initial shimming of the magnet. Generally, the quadratic component

B2 of the magnetic field, the so-called magnetic bottle, causes an axial frequency shift

proportional to the total axial angular momentum of the ion, which is mostly given by

its cyclotron motion, but in parts also by its spin magnetic moment (if applicable). In

the precision trap (PT) of Alphatrap and Liontrap the residual B2 is quite small and

can even be zeroed - in Liontrap with a specialised in-situ shim coil and in Alphatrap

by shifting the trap position. In the analysis trap (AT) of Alphatrap however there is

purposely a very large magnetic bottle. Here, we utilize the axial frequency shifts to to

determine the spin state via the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect (CSGE, see chapter 2.4).

The lowest-order electrostatic anharmonicities C4 and C6 can be zeroed by applying

the correct tuning ratios TR1,2, the voltage normalized to the ring voltage, to a set of

two correction electrodes. The specific trap design makes sure that also the higher terms,

C8 and C10, are very small. Consequently, once the tuning ratios have been optimized,

the trap is harmonic even for millimeter-sized orbits (see figure 2.3) and certainly close

to perfect for the typical micrometer-sized thermal amplitudes. However, by applying a

slightly different tuning ratio we can purposely generate a specific, well-known C4. In that

case, all trap frequencies become dependent on the radii of the individual modes:∆ν+/ν+

∆νz/νz

∆ν−/ν−


C4

=
3C4

2C2d2

1

(ν+ − ν−)

 ν− −2ν− 2ν−

(ν− − ν+) (ν+ − ν−) /2 (ν− − ν+)

−2ν+ 2ν+ −ν+


ρ

2
+

ẑ2

ρ2
−

 .

(2.7)

When we set a well-defined C4, we can accurately calibrate the mode radii by determining
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Δ

FIG. 5. Comparison of calculations and measurements of the ax-
ial shift in dependence of the axial amplitude. The significantly larger
shift of the former g-factor HCI trap in comparison to the optimized
five-electrode trap is caused by a flaw in the trap calculation of
the former g-factor HCI trap. The tolerances arise from allowing
variations of the lengths of the electrodes, distances, and diameter
by 20 μm. A shift for smaller amplitude is hard to measure due to
the systematic uncertainty of the dip measurement. The data points,
which are determined from different excitations and delay times,
are in good accordance with the simulations. The improvement
between LIONTRAP and the former trap is more than three orders of
magnitude. The two vertical green dashed lines show the excitation
amplitude of the proton after the second PnA pulse during the
acquisition time of the axial peak. These parameters are used during
the measurement campaign for the determination of the proton’s
atomic mass.

and determine the shift of this frequency in dependence of the
excitation energy. The frequency is determined via the axial
phase of the excited ion signal on the resonator. This phase
measurement has been performed with an axial frequency
slightly above the resonator frequency to increase the cooling-
time constant and thus the phase evolution time. Different ex-
citation lengths and different phase evolution times are chosen
for the measurement. This axial frequency shift is compared
to simulations; see Fig. 5. Our trap shows a three orders of
magnitude smaller axial shift at zexc = 1 mm in comparison
to the former g-factor HCI trap design. The observed shift is
within the manufacturing tolerances.

With this voltage setting the trap is sufficiently harmonic
that it does not restrict the precision of our measurements, and
relative systematic shifts of the cyclotron frequency are below
10−13. Moreover, it enables us to perform phase-sensitive
measurements of the modified cyclotron frequency with a
single proton, which so far have been limited by axial fre-
quency shifts due to trapping anharmonicities. Here, we can
excite the axial motion of the ion at the end of the PnA cycle
to large enough amplitudes for achieving a sufficient peak
signal. A peak SNR of approximately 14 dB is necessary to
achieve a technical readout jitter below 15◦ [54], which is
relevant for the PnA method. This corresponds to an averaged
axial amplitude of zexc = 260 μm for the proton during the
acquisition time of the axial peak. A higher SNR for the

 δ

FIG. 6. Comparison of the magnetic field stabilities of the former
g-factor HCI experiment, determined using a 28Si13+, 48Ca17+, and
12C5+ ion, and of the LIONTRAP experiment using a 12C6+ ion.
During the 48Ca17+ ion and the 12C5+ ion measurements a super-
conducting closed self-shielding compensation coil was installed.
Longer evolution times are not possible due to unwrapping errors.
The total cycle time in between two successive determinations of φi

+
is given by Tcycle = Tevol + Tcool, where Tcool ≈ 45 s is the combined
cooling time for the axial and the modified cyclotron mode of the ion
after the phase determination.

proton was not possible due to the quadratic magnetic field
component. This inhomogeneity together with the increased
modified cyclotron radius after the second PnA pulse led to an
additional axial frequency shift. For a larger axial excitation
amplitude this shift would additionally increase the phase
jitter.

B. Magnetic field

The magnetic field stability is the dominant source of
statistical fluctuations of the mass measurement. It can be
measured via

δB

B
= δνc

νc
≈ δν+

ν+
= δφ+

φ+
= δφ+

360◦ν+Tevol
, (18)

where δφ+ is the variation of the total modified cyclotron
phase in degree between successive phase measurements,
given by δφ+ ≡ std(φ+) = std[diff(φi

+, φi+1
+ )]/

√
2, which is

the differential change in the phase of ν+ in subsequent
measurements i and i + 1, and Tevol is the evolution time of the
measurement. For the proton mass campaign we decided on
T max

evol = 10 s. Different evolution times are chosen to extract
the magnetic field stability; see Fig. 6. The stability is deter-
mined by repeating several PnA cycles with identical Tevol and
recording φi

+.
The trap of the former g-factor HCI experiment was

initially shielded by the built-in self-shielding coil of the
magnet. The magnetic field fluctuations for Tevol = 20 s
were determined with 28Si13+ to be δB/B ≈ 6 × 10−10 [33].
Later, a homemade closed superconducting self-shielding
compensation coil was placed directly around the trap cham-
ber to reduce the magnetic field fluctuations at the trap center

022518-9

Figure 2.3: Simulated and mea-
sured axial frequency shifts result-
ing from the residual anharmonic-
ities of different trap types. The
hatched area shows the range pre-
dicted for the Liontrap PT, when
allowing for manufacturing imper-
fections. The measured values are
contained in that area and demon-
strate a superior performance com-
pared to previous designs and de-
signs with only 5 active electrodes
(one set of correction electrodes),
rendering efficient phase-sensitive
measurements of light ions possi-
ble. Figure taken from [22].

the frequency shifts. By repeatedly thermalising the ion and measuring its frequencies

we can also accurately determine its energy distribution or “temperature”. By previously

exciting the ion with a well-defined dipolar excitation we exploit the quadratic radius

dependence of the frequency shifts to attain drastically higher resolution especially if the

ion is expected to be cold.

2.1.1 Odd order shifts

The mostly harmonic motion of the ion averages out any odd order field imperfections over

full periods of the axial motion. However, the axial centroid shifts due to finite amplitudes

and odd order field contributions. Figure 2.4 illustrates this effect at the example of a

centroid shift due to finite axial amplitude, leading to a secular shift of the magnetic

field in the presence of a residual magnetic gradient. Vice versa, the magnetic moment

associated to the cyclotron rotation causes an axial force in the presence of a magnetic

gradient. Generally, the lowest odd order shifts scale with the product of at least two

odd order field imperfections and a squared radius, for example C3B1ẑ
2, C3B1ρ

2
± or C2

3 ẑ
2.

These odd order shifts are particularly troublesome in the case of the coupled magnetron

orbit method (see chapter 3.4.1), where we have nominally large magnetron radii. It

is thus of importance to minimise the size of the odd order fields. For the magnetic

gradient, this can be done via an in-situ shim coil. The C3 contribution is a bit more

problematic. Though it can in principle be zeroed with adjustments of the applied voltages,

the unambiguous measurement of C3 is difficult as it emulates frequency shifts very similar

to a C4. Zeroing the axial frequency shift after magnetron excitations does not necessarily

lead to C3 = C4 = 0, but generally only cancels the individual shifts: C4 =
3C2

3

4C2
. Instead,

careful measurements of frequency shifts in more than one mode are required. Details on
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Figure 2.4: Shift of the mean axial position
due to a C3 > 0 (red) as function of the
motional energy. The blue line shows a har-
monic potential for reference. In first order
the effective center of the motion shifts by
∆z ∝ −C3ẑ

2. In combination with a resid-
ual axial magnetic field gradient (black line),
this position shift can cause secular frequency
shifts.

magnetic gradient
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this effect can be found for example in the PhD thesis of Dr. Sascha Rau [27].

2.1.2 Special relativity

The “ideal” Penning trap is characterized by the conditions Φn>2 = 0 and Bn>0 = 0.

However, eventually special relativity makes all motions non-harmonic. For the modified

cyclotron and the axial motion this can be understood (in first order) as the relativistic

mass increase, which makes the ion heavier with larger energy:(
∆ν+

ν+

)
sr

≈ − E+

mc2
. (2.8)

By replacing E+ with a thermal energy kBT+ we find a relative cyclotron frequency shift

of about 0.1 ppt for medium-heavy ions without excitation. In a well-tuned trap the

relativistic shift is actually the dominant anharmonic imperfection or if not cancelled by

a suitably chosen magnetic bottle4. While 0.1 ppt seems small for cyclotron frequencies,

the relative shift is about the same also for most optical transitions. Here, the effect is

typically termed “second order Doppler shift”. Consequently, for the ultra-high precision

laser spectroscopy discussed in section 5, further cooling below the cryogenic environment

is mandatory.

2.1.3 Image charge shift

In any real Penning trap, the harmonic potential is defined by a conductive electrode

structure of necessarily finite size. The charged trapped ion then induces “image” charges

into these electrodes. These charges move coherently with the ion and exert an attractive

force onto it. In a cylindrical trap due to symmetry only in the radial direction there

4Such a cancellation can help to achieve less fluctuations during a measurement with finite temperature.
However, it is only possible for one motion at a time and generally leads to additional shifts in the other
modes.
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is a sizeable force. Consequently, the magnetron and modified cyclotron frequencies are

shifted with opposite sign. As there is no corresponding shift in the axial frequency, the

invariance theorem yields a shifted cyclotron frequency. Generally, the image charge shift

(ICS) has the form
∆νc
νc

= C̃
m

4πε0B2
0 ρ

3
0

(2.9)

where ρ0 is the geometric radius of the trap and C̃ is a geometry factor that is unity for

an infinite cylindrical trap. C̃ has been calculated numerically [28] for the geometry of

Liontrap and Alphatrap. The uncertainty of the shift therefore results only from our

finite knowledge of the geometric dimensions of the trap and is about 5% of the total shift.

As the relative ICS scales linearly with the mass of the ion it is negligible when comparing

mass doublets, but can reach ppb size for heavier ions. In Liontrap and even more in

Alphatrap we have utilised the strong scaling with ρ−3
0 to reduce the ICS compared

to previous trap generations, although the larger size has to be payed for with a lower

signal level for the detection circuit. Specifically, the 9 mm Alphatrap PT results in

only about 15 ppt uncertainty due to the ICS even for the heavy 208Pb.

2.2 Ion detection and cooling

Since both Liontrap and Alphatrap are designed as versatile experiments with many

different ion species to be targeted, also a versatile diagnostic method suitable for particles

lacking optical transitions and capable of detecting single particles is required. The charged

particle induces image charges onto the electrodes. Consequently, as the particle moves,

the image charges generate radiofrequency currents at the trap frequencies that can be

detected. To achieve sufficient voltage levels, a superconducting resonant tank circuit is

used. When the frequencies of the trapped particle and the tank circuit coincide a sensitive

cryogenic transistor amplifier can pick up the signal. As the image current flows through

the tank circuit energy is dissipated and the particle eventually is cooled to the temperature

of the tank circuit. At that temperature the thermal noise of the resonator offsets the

dissipation and an equilibrium is established. The rate of this cooling is determined by

the geometry of the trap and the charge and mass of the particle:

τ =
mD2

q2R
. (2.10)

Here, D is the “effective electrode distance” of the plates of a notional parallel plate

capacitor that would pick up the same image current as the detection circuit and can be

accurately calculated with a finite element simulation. R = QwRL is the resistance of the

tank circuit in resonance, which can be increased by optimizing the quality factor of the
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tank. For a superconducting axial tank circuit Q-values of about 40000 or even higher can

be achieved, which then results in cooling time constants in the order of 50 ms. The axial

and modified cyclotron motion can potentially be cooled with such a tank circuit, while the

magnetron radius would increase indefinitely when energy is removed. Conveniently, the

magnetron and cyclotron motion can be coupled to the axial motion via a radiofrequency

sideband drive of suitable quadrupole “Qxz” geometry5. If the axial motion is directly

cooled by a tank, the sideband coupling causes the coupled motion to thermalise. The

adiabatic coupling causes the expectation values of the quantum numbers of the coupled

motions to equalize. Consequently, the temperatures become [29]:

T± = ±ω±
ωz
Tz. (2.11)

The magnetron temperature has a negative sign because the magnetron motion is so slow

that the (negative) potential energy dominates its kinetic energy. The radiofrequency

coupling to the axial motion is a very convenient method to cool arbitrary particles

since the axial frequency can be made resonant with the axial tank circuit for every

species simply by adjusting the trap voltage V0. Compared to a direct cooling of the

cyclotron motion with a dedicated tank circuit this convenience comes at the prize of a

significantly higher temperature, as given in equation 2.11. Generally, Tz will be close to

the temperature of the tank circuit, 4.2 K. Making use of the good noise properties of

the cryogenic amplifier it is possible to feedback a fraction of the measured thermal noise

with a suitable phase shift in order to partially cancel the thermal noise. Even though

this reduces also the cooling rate, this method allows a significant reduction of the axial

temperature. We have implemented this technique into our experiments and have observed

minimum temperatures of about 1 K, consistent with expectations on basis of the observed

signal-to-noise ratio [30]. Reaching even lower temperatures would require either a lower

environmental temperature, for example via a dilution refrigerator, or superior amplifier

technology, for example SQUIDs. In some cases it is feasible to furthermore lower the

energy distribution of the ion by adiabatically (slowly) relaxing the trapping potential. In

that case, while the occupied quantum numbers stay constant, the energy is reduced by a

factor of ωinitial
z /ωfinal

z [17], at the cost that the axial frequency cannot longer be measured in

that state and the trap center might have slightly shifted due to unavoidable imperfections

in the trap. Significantly lower temperatures might become available in the future via

sympathetic laser cooling (chapter 6.3).

5Qxz denotes a two-dimensional quadrupole in the x-z plane.
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Figure 2.5: Noise resonance of the tank cir-
cuit and a thermalised ion. At the “true”,
unperturbed frequency of the ion, the noise
density vanishes. If the ion is slightly de-
tuned from the resonator, a dispersive line-
shape with a maximum forms. The position of
the maximum is subject to a “pushing” effect,
which is contained in the theoretical lineshape,
but leads to a systematic uncertainty.

2.3 Eigenfrequency determination

The tank circuit not only acts as a thermal bath, but also allows us to “listen” to the

motion of the ion by detecting the image current. For excited ions, a Fourier analysis

of the detected signal shows a narrow peak at the axial frequency ωz of the ion if ωz

coincides (roughly) with the tank circuit resonance frequency ωR. The peak has a finite

width defined by the exponential cooling time constant τz and contains precise information

on the frequency and phase of the ion motion. After some time, the ion is thermalised

and the signal changes qualitatively.

2.3.1 The thermal noise dip

Now, as the ion will stay on a constant thermal amplitude over long times, there cannot

be any signal left exactly at the frequency of the ion - otherwise the ion would be excited

by this signal. Consequently, the image currents induced by the ion must exactly cancel

the thermal noise of the tank circuit at ωz and a “dip” in the detected noise density

forms (see fig 2.5). The lineshape of this dip feature is well understood [22] and can

be used to fit the detected spectrum and extract ωz while the ion is at thermal energy.

Consequently, systematic frequency shifts from trapping-field imperfections and special

relativity are minimized in this case. On the downside, the relatively large linewidth

makes the frequency readout prone to systematic errors and limits the statistical precision,

especially because the signal is actually noise (or rather the absence of noise). Typically,

after about a minute of sampling the ion’s frequency can be determined to about 20 mHz,

depending on the species and the quality of the detection system. While the frequency

pushing effect resulting from the interaction of the tank circuit and the ion is accounted

for in the lineshape model used for fitting, any departure from the theoretical lineshape

will potentially lead to sizeable systematic shifts. If the ion is not exactly centered on
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the resonator the imaginary part of the tanks circuit impedance leads to an asymmetric

lineshape. Consequently, any symmetric fluctuation of the ion’s frequency during the

sampling time, as for example from fluctuations of the trapping voltages, will lead to a

shifted fit result. While this specific effect is accounted for in our more advanced fitting

procedures, further unknown effects can be present without our knowledge. Consequently,

we specify a systematic uncertainty of about 20 mHz, or a bit less than one percent of

the linewidth, for the absolute frequency, again depending on the combination of ion and

detection system. In most experiments, only the axial motion can be directly determined

with the tank circuit. In some specific cases, a dedicated resonator allows for the detection

of the cyclotron motion, however this requires careful tuning of the tank circuit frequency

for every ion species6. For this reason, the most commonly used technique to determine

the remaining “radial” frequencies ν+ and ν− is based on the axial dip detection. To make

the radial frequencies visible in the axial signal, we introduce a Qxz radiofrequency drive

at a frequency νd close to the respective axial sidebands νd = ν+ − νz and νd = νz + ν−.

Now, the axial and radial modes periodically exchange motional amplitude with a “Rabi”

frequency controlled by the strength of the drive. Consequently, the axial motion is now

amplitude modulated, and the frequency spectrum shows a split line or a “double dip”

once the motion is thermalised. This is equivalent to the spectrum of the dressed axial

state following from the AC-Stark splitting by the drive. If the drive coincides exactly with

the sideband frequency, the double dip is symmetric with respect to the (now invisible)

single axial dip. If there is a slight detuning, we can determine the true sideband frequency

from the measured double-dip frequencies νl and νr via the relation

ν± = νd ± (νl + νr)∓ νz. (2.12)

This way, by alternately measuring the double-dip and single-dip frequencies, all eigenfre-

quencies can be determined. However, while this technique is very versatile and robust to

use, the precision and accuracy with which the dip frequencies can be extracted imposes a

stringent limitation.

If the ion is excited above the thermal energy of the resonator it appears as a peak

rather than a dip. In this situation not only the signal is larger, but it becomes possible

to read the coherent phase of the ion motion. This is the basis for a number of phase-

sensitive measurement techniques, which allow for superior precision compared to dip-based

methods. Here, I will briefly introduce the basics of the most frequently used techniques,

the frequency estimation with direct peak detection and the phase-sensitive techniques

Pulse-and-Phase (PnP) and Pulse-and-Amplify (PnA). More detailed information can be

found in the respective original publications, specifically [29, 31] and from our group:

6While the axial frequency can be tuned by applying suitable trap voltages, the modified cyclotron
frequency is mostly dependent on the magnetic field, which cannot be easily adjusted.
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• Phase-sensitive cyclotron frequency measurements at ultralow energies

S. Sturm et al. “Phase-sensitive cyclotron frequency measurements at ultralow

energies”. In: Phys. Rev. Lett. 107.14 (2011), p. 143003

and

• g-factor measurement of hydrogenlike 28Si13+ as a challenge to QED calculations

S. Sturm et al. “g-factor measurement of hydrogenlike 28Si13+ as a challenge to QED

calculations”. In: Phys. Rev. A 87.3 (2013), p. 030501.

2.3.2 Direct peak detection

This technique requires a detector that allows a continuous detection of the image current

of the respective mode. This is typically the case for the axial motion, but rarely for the

cyclotron motion, mainly because until today there is no proven technique that allows

tuning a high-Q resonator over a sufficiently large range to cover the cyclotron frequencies

of different ion species. Consequently, a cyclotron resonator has to be custom-built for

every ion type. The detected signal can typically be modeled as a coherent, exponentially

damped sinusoidal signal on a white noise background. The damping with a time constant

τ , typically originating from dissipation of the image current on the resonator, leads

to a Lorentzian lineshape with a natural linewidth of Γ = 1
2πτ

. Additionally, temporal

instabilities in the measured frequency, originating mainly from magnetic and electric field

fluctuations, can lead to sizeable line-broadening especially if the damping is slow. For

the axial frequency the damping is typically strong and dominates the linewidth if the

ion is resonant with the detector, while for the cyclotron frequency typically the magnetic

field fluctuations are larger than the natural linewidth. As long as the measurement or

data acquisition time is short compared to the time-scale set by these fluctuations, the

ideal precision of the frequency estimation can be calculated with the Cramér-Rao lower

bounds:

δν =

√
12π

ω3
s SNRT 3

, (2.13)

where ωs denotes the sampling frequency and SNR is defined as the signal-to-noise ratio at

that sampling rate. This shows that the achievable precision scales very favourably ∝ 1√
T 3

in this regime. In order to make use of the ideal precision given by the Cramér-Rao lower

bounds [34] via a Fourier transform, suitable amounts of zero-padding [35] can be used.

2.3.3 PnP and PnA

The phase-sensitive techniques PnP and PnA are the methods of choice in most modern

cryogenic Penning-trap experiments. They allow measuring the cyclotron frequency of
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Figure 2.6: Lineshape of the de-
tected cyclotron amplitude signal.
The natural linewidth (blue) due
to the resistive cooling with time-
scale τ+ can be much smaller than
the Fourier width (purple, dashed),
which is given by the inverse mea-
surement time. Magnetic field
fluctuations within the detection
time lead to further broadening
(red) and result in a combined line
(yellow). -10 0 10
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Figure 2.7: PnA sequence. The
first pulse at ω+ excites the ion
to a cyclotron orbit with phase ϕ0.
Afterwards, the ion freely evolves
until it reaches the phase φ1 after
some time Tevol. Finally, a second
pulse on the blue axial sideband
at ω+ + ωz causes a parametric
amplification and consequently a
transfer of the cyclotron phase in-
formation onto the axial motion,
from where it is determined via a
Fourier transform.
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most ions in the absence of a cyclotron detector. To this end, they imprint a phase ϕ0

onto the cyclotron motion and then let the motion evolve freely. Eventually, after some

“evolution time” Tevol, the final phase ϕ1 = ϕ0 + ω+Tevol is detected by transferring the

phase information to the axial motion, where it can be detected via the axial tank circuit.

This way, even in the presence of (reasonably small) temporal fluctuations the almost

exact mean of the magnetic field 〈B(t)〉 is determined:

ϕ1 = ϕ0 +

∫ t1

t0

ω+(t)dt

ideal trap &
small fluctuations≈ ϕ0 +

( q
m
〈B(t)〉 − ω−

)
Tevol. (2.14)

As the phase ϕ1 can be only measured modulo integer 2π rotations, it is necessary to

“unwrap” the total phase by measuring with different, suitably chosen Tevol. For this to

work, the prediction of the phase for the next longer Tevol has to be significantly better

than π. This sets a natural limit for Tevol, as magnetic field fluctuations finally lead to

excessive shot-to-shot fluctuations. For current-generation traps this time is typically

below one minute for q
m
≈ e

2u
. The precision of the frequency determination depends on
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the standard deviations of the initial (δϕ0) and final (δϕ1) phases and their determination:

δν =

√
δϕ2

0 + δϕ2
1

2πTevol

. (2.15)

For HCI7 we can typically achieve δϕ1 < 10◦, while δϕ0 can be made almost arbitrarily

small by repeated measurements. Consequently, the frequency uncertainty for a single

measurement can reach δν < 1mHz, which corresponds to a fractional precision of about
δν+

ν+
≈ 40 ppt for the cyclotron frequency (at about 20 s evolution time). The measured

phase and its precision represents the real frequency, including all relevant shifts. So if the

magnetic field fluctuates, ϕ1 measures the mean magnetic field 〈B〉 during the evolution

time with high precision, however at the time of a second measurement this field will

have changed to some extent. The impact of these fluctuations in between successive

measurements will be discussed in chapter 3.

2.4 The continuous Stern-Gerlach effect

The image current detection enables us to measure all motional eigenfrequencies of virtually

arbitrary ions. However, in order to get access to the state and precession frequency of

the spin a different tool is required. If there are optically accessible transitions available in

the ion, there are several well-established techniques that typically rely on the detection of

fluorescence photons. In a Penning trap however, there is a very elegant and extraordinarily

versatile method that does neither require driving any internal transition nor detecting

fluorescence. Hans Dehmelt originally pioneered using the Stern-Gerlach effect inside a

magnetic bottle to detect the spin-state of electrons [5]. By making the magnetic field

inside a Penning trap deliberately inhomogeneous, any magnetic moment associated with

the trapped ion experiences a force. However, not only the internal spin and orbital

angular momentum contributes to µz, but also the energy in the cyclotron and magnetron

motion:

µz = µl,s
z +

2q

mω+

(
E+ −

1

2
E−

)
. (2.16)

While the magnetron energy is typically negligible in this context, the contribution of

the cyclotron motion is typically8 one or two orders of magnitude larger than µl,sz . If

the inhomogeneity is quadratic along the axial direction, the force is harmonic: Fz =

µz∇zB(z) = 2B2µzz. This additional force thus leads to an axial frequency shift depending

7This is not quite true for the lightest ions, such as the proton, where the low mass leads to large
relativistic shifts and the low charge results in low signal strength.

8For an internal magnetic moment in the order of a Bohr magneton and a resisitvely cooled ion.
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Figure 2.8: Determination of the spin orien-
tation of a 40Ar13+ ion in Alphatrap. The
axial frequency is continuously monitored via
the noise dip. In between the measurements
mmW are injected, which potentially change
the ion’s Zeeman sublevel. In that case,
the axial frequency jumps instantaneously
by about 330 mHz. This figure is taken from
the PhD thesis of Dr. Ioanna Arapoglou [36].

z̈ +
(
ω2

z0 ±
gµBB2
m

)
z = 0 (4.32)

and couples the axial frequency of the ion with the spin direction of the valence
electron. The axial frequency thus becomes

ωz ≈ ωz0 ±
gµBB2
2mωz0

. (4.33)
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Fig. 4.5: (left) Axial frequency shift in the analysis trap due to a spin flip. After the
injection of mm-waves, the dip signal shifts by about 300 mHz. (right) Several
consecutive axial dip measurements where the spin orientation has been
changed from spin-down to spin-up and vice versa a few times. The stability
of the axial frequency allows for unambiguous spin-state determination.

Therefore, when introducing mm-waves with frequency close to the Larmor
frequency νL, the spin state can be changed. Within a magnetic bottle configuration
this quantum jump between the two spin states, the so-called spin flip, is translated
into a small shift of the ion’s axial frequency as

∆νz = ± gµBB2
m4π2νz

, (4.34)

which can be measured. The magnetic field inhomogeneity is characterised by the
B2 coefficient and is created by a dedicated ring electrode of our analysis trap, and it
has been measured to be B2 = 44.35(84) kT/m2, as discussed in section 6.5. A spin
flip of a 40Ar13+ in our setup corresponds to a shift of about 300 mHz out of 335 kHz,
and is shown in Fig. 4.5.

The detection of such a shift requires a stable enough trapping voltage as discussed
in section 5.1.2 and at the same time minimising the effect of possible external
heating sources of the modified cyclotron mode. A change in E+ due to noise or
insufficient cooling of the mode would lead to unwanted νz shifts in the analysis trap
due to the strong magnetic bottle configuration. Explicit spin-state determination
becomes increasingly challenging with the mass of the ion. Even more so for the
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on the magnitude and sign of the total magnetic moment µz:

∆νz ≈
µzB2

4π2mνz
. (2.17)

For s-state ions, the spin part of µz is always on the order of a Bohr magneton. Consequently,

the axial frequency jump 2∆νz is proportional to 1/m, so that the requirement on the

relative stability of the trap voltage increases for heavier ions. Then again, the shift due

to the motional angular momentum also decreases with m, so that even for hydrogen- or

lithiumlike 208Pb81+ the 2∆νz ≈ 150 mHz frequency jump can be unambiguously resolved.

Figure 2.8 shows an exemplary sequence of spinflips for the comparable case of boronlike

argon, where the magnetic moment is about µB/3 due to the Landé gj-factor of the p1/2

groundstate. This demonstrates that the CSGE allows us to determine the current Zeeman

substate even for the heaviest ions, as long as gj & 0.5.
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3 | Mass measurements of the light-

est elements

The atomic masses of the lightest isotopes, the proton, deuteron, triton, 3,4He and the

electron are of special importance for precision experiments in atomic and nuclear physics.

They are required to interpret the spectra of atomic hydrogen, the hydrogen molecule and

the molecular hydrogen ion and its isotopologues. Today, extremely precise measurements

of these spectra are available and the comparison of the measured transition frequencies

with their theoretical predictions allow unique tests of our understanding of physics. In

fact, no individual mass enters these calculations but always unitless ratios, such as for

example the proton-to-electron mass ratio. Consequently, the measurement unit is in

principle arbitrary for this purpose. However it is customary to refer atomic masses to

the atomic mass unit u, which is defined as 1/12th of the mass of a 12C atom1. Also the

electron mass has been measured directly in units of the 12C mass. Over the last years,

my group has measured these fundamental mass values:

• Electron atomic mass to 28 ppt via the magnetic moment of 12C5+:

S. Sturm et al. “High-precision measurement of the atomic mass of the electron”. In:

Nature 506.7489 (2014), pp. 467–470

• Proton atomic mass to 32 ppt:

F. Heiße et al. “High-precision measurement of the proton’s atomic mass”. In: Phys.

Rev. Lett. 119.3 (2017), p. 033001

• Deuteron atomic mass to 8 ppt (most precise atomic mass measurement):

S. Rau et al. “Penning trap mass measurements of the deuteron and the HD+

molecular ion”. In: Nature 585.7823 (2020), pp. 43–47

An overview on these measurements is given in the following chapters, further information

can be found in our publications, which are part of this thesis.
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+ Binding Energy

12C 3He

THD HD

Figure 3.1: Light ion mass puzzle. The masses of the lightest elements are connected
by a series of ratio measurements performed by different leading groups: orange: van
Dyck / UW, blue: Myers / FSU, green: Sturm / MPIK. The measurements are redundant
and a significant discrepancy is found. Our measurements have revealed problems in the
UW data while the FSU/MPIK data are in excellent agreement. The remaining link
between 3He and 12C has only been measured by UW and will be targeted in an upcoming
campaign of our group.

3.1 The light ion mass puzzle

Over the last decades a number of setups have contributed at relevant precision to the

mass values tabulated by the CODATA group of the National Institute of Standards and

Technologies (NIST [40]) and the evaluation of atomic masses (AME, [41]). Among them

are the now discontinued SMILETRAP setup in Stockholm and the Penning-trap setup

of Prof. R. S. Van Dyck Jr. at the University of Washington (UW-trap) as well as the

former MIT-trap that has been moved to the lab of Prof. Dr. Edmund G. Myers at

Florida State University (FSU-trap) and our Liontrap setup. When the mass difference

of the HD+ molecular ion and 3He+ was measured at FSU-trap in 2015 [42] a second,

redundant link between the masses of proton [43] and deuteron [44] and the 3He mass [44]

was established. By comparing the atomic mass of the HD+ molecule determined from the

masses of the constituents and their respective binding energy to the one linked via 3He to

u, a discrepancy of 4.4 standard deviations (“σ”) became apparent (the “light ion mass

1Since the new definition of the SI units in 2019 the Avogadro number NA has a defined value and so
12NAu is not anymore exactly 12 grams.
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puzzle” (LIMP), see figure 3.1). Obviously, in the light of the importance of accurate,

high-precision mass values of these ions, such a tension leaves unacceptable doubts on the

reliability of the Penning-trap measurements. This motivated us to develop Liontrap

specifically to perform dedicated high precision measurements of light ion masses directly

versus 12C6+. The first campaign targeted the proton mass [38], where indeed we found a

3σ deviation to the tabulated value. When using the Liontrap value for the proton mass,

the total LIMP discrepancy was reduced to 3.5σ. Later, a remeasurement of the HD+ to
3He link in the FSU-trap yielded a consistent, yet more precise result, so that while the

absolute discrepancy was not significantly altered, the significance was increased again to

4.8σ. We used our experience from the proton mass campaign to develop several technical

improvements for Liontrap:

• An in-situ shim coil that allowed us to drastically reduce the magnetic inhomo-

geneity that had previously been the dominant source of systematic uncertainty

• An angle adjustment system that allows us to null the angle between the elec-

trostatic and magnetic trap axis

• A pressure stabilization system for the liquid helium and liquid nitrogen tanks.

In the following campaign, we were able to determine the atomic mass of the deuteron with

world-leading precision. Again, our result differed from the UW value, this time by 4.8σ,

while the proton-to-deuteron mass ratio that we can extract from our two campaigns agrees

with a recent direct determination at FSU-trap [45] on a 1σ level. With our values, the

LIMP reduces to 3σ. Recently, high-precision laser spectroscopy results on ro-vibrational

transitions in HD+ became available [20, 46, 21]. These transitions are sensitive to a

combination of the constituent masses of the molecule:

f ∝ me

(
1

md

+
1

mp

)
. (3.1)

Consequently, the laser spectroscopy results can be compared to the results from our

cyclotron frequency measurements of mp and md and our determination of the electron

mass from the magnetic moment of hydrogenlike 12C5+. These results also agree on a 1σ

level, which not only strongly supports and confirms the set of mass values determined by

Liontrap and FSU-trap, but also validates QED in medium strong fields as well as in

molecules. Consequently, we assume that the remaining tension of the LIMP will be found

in the 3He-to-12C ratio, which has up to now only been measured by the UW group to

relevant precision. This measurement will be target of a future campaign of Liontrap.
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Figure 3.2: Single-shot cyclotron
frequency precision due to phase
definition jitter and relativistic fre-
quency shift as function of the cho-
sen excitation strength for a pro-
ton in Liontrap. Minimal uncer-
tainty is reached for the longest
evolution times.
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3.2 Specific challenges for light ions

Reaching high precision with light ions brings some specific challenges. Firstly, the low

charge means the detectable signal strength is low for a given oscillation amplitude,

especially if the trap size is chosen large in order to limit the image charge effect. Since

most shifts of the trap eigenfrequencies depend on the oscillation amplitude, the trap

should consequently be extraordinarily harmonic and the image current detector needs

to be extraordinarily sensitive. The novel design of Liontrap guarantees that even

for the most problematic candidates, such as singly charged protons, deuterons or 3T+,

the frequency shifts stay low enough to allow phase-sensitive measurements. On the

other hand, the thermal radius in equilibrium with a fixed (axial) tank circuit at a given

temperature scales inversely to the mass:

ẑth =

√
2kBTz
mω2

z

. (3.2)

The dominant systematic frequency shifts due to magnetic field inhomogeneities and

particularly special relativity (see e.g. equation 2.8) scale with the motional amplitudes

squared ∆ν/ν ∝ r̂2. Moreover, for phase sensitive measurements the amplitude after

excitation has to significantly surpass the thermal radius to allow for a good phase

precision. This means that a very homogeneous magnetic field is mandatory for light ion

mass measurements, but ultimately the shifts by special relativity can only be counteracted

by a low ion temperature. At Liontrap we made sure to prevent any excess heating from

external noise or the detection amplifier from elevating the equilibrium temperature above

the 4.2 K of the cryogenic bath. Additionally, electronic noise feedback (chapter 2.2 and
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ref. [30]) is routinely used to lower the ion’s axial temperature below 4.2 K. In the current

electronic setup the minimum axial temperature achievable in this way is slightly below

1 K. This is sufficient to support mass measurements in the ppt regime even for light ions,

especially if relatively long evolution times can be used. Figure 3.2 shows the achievable

single-shot precision for a proton in Liontrap if only the phase precision after excitation

and the relativistic frequency shift is considered. For heavier HCI, the precision can be

significantly higher.

3.3 Penning-trap mass ratio measurements

Masses are measured in Penning traps by determining the ratio of cyclotron frequencies

(“CFR”) of two ions. Normally, only a single ion is in the trap at any time, which is

then swapped regularly with the second ion and the cyclotron frequencies are measured

alternately. Here, the main assumption is that the ions a and b on average see exactly the

same magnetic field - only then we can assume that the magnetic field drops out in the

ratio of cyclotron frequencies CFRa,b

CFRa,b =

〈
νc(a)

〉〈
νc(b)

〉 =
qamb

qbma

〈Ba〉
〈Bb〉

!
=
qamb

qbma

. (3.3)

If one of the ions has a known mass (or is a 12C ion), the measurement of CFRa,b relates

the other one to the atomic mass unit if we assume that qa/qb is a known integer. This

procedure implies that the ions have to be located at exactly the same spot at slightly

different times, one after the other (see fig. 3.3). Consequently, there will be excess

fluctuations of ν+ depending on the stability of the magnet on the relevant time-scale,

which average out over many measurement cycles, especially if the order of measurements

is randomized to suppress linear field drifts. If the two ions have significantly different

axial frequencies, a measure has to be found to bring each ion into resonance with the tank

circuit. Although this can trivially be done by adjusting the trap voltage, in that case

it is easily possible to inadvertently shift the spatial trap center slightly. Typically, trap

electrodes carry so-called “patch potentials”, a combination of trapped surface charges and

varying work functions of the electrode surface. These extra potentials are rarely below

about 10 mV and not necessarily homogeneously distributed. This causes the center of

the electrostatic potential to slightly depart from the geometric center of the trap. If the

applied voltages are changed, the impact of the patches changes and consequently moves

the electrostatic field center. As the magnetic field in any real trap is only imperfectly

homogeneous, such a shift will cause a systematic discrepancy of 〈Ba〉 and 〈Bb〉 that is

difficult to quantify. However, to give an illustrative example, let us assume the patch

potentials in our (otherwise ideal) trap produce a constant linear potential gradient
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Figure 3.3: Typical cyclotron frequency ratio (CFR) measurement sequence. Both ions of
interest are stored simultaneously, but in separate traps. By transporting them alternatively
to the same position in the precision trap (PT), the time between the relevant cyclotron
frequency measurements can be minimized. The other ion is meanwhile stored in one of
the storage traps (ST1 and ST2). Each cycle a random generator decides which ion is
measured first, so that systematic effects associated to drifts are cancelled.

kpp ≈ 2 mV mm−1 along the axis: ϕ = kpp z + C2V0

2 d2 z
2. The minimum of ϕ thus shifts

by ∆z = d2 kpp

C2 V0
, or, for small voltage changes: ∆z ≈ −d2 kpp

C2 V 2
0

∆V ≈ −13 μm∆V
V0

. This

last estimation means that for ions with largely different q/m these patch potentials

would typically cause totally unacceptable systematic shifts in the ppb regime2. For good

q/m doublets this effect is largely suppressed due to the small ∆V , but stays a critical

contribution for the 11 digits precision level.

A much better technique adjusts the detector frequency to the ion rather than the ion

to the detector. For relatively small adjustments, as necessary for isobars ( q
m

-doublets)

this can be done with the help of an electronically controlled capacitor (varactor) that

changes the resonance frequency of the tank circuit. For larger changes in q
m

a second

independent detector is required. The latter has been realized in Liontrap for our proton

mass campaign, where the mismatch of the charge-to-mass ratios of the ion of interest (the

proton) and the reference ion (hydrogenlike carbon 12C6+) was a factor of two. There, one

detector at relatively high and fixed frequency was dedicated to the proton, while a second

detector has been carefully tuned to the frequency of the 12C6+ ion. While the choice of

one detector frequency (νR1) is largely free as we can adjust the trap voltage accordingly,

the second detector frequency (νR2) automatically has to match the ratio of charges and

masses: νR1

νR2

!
=
√

q1m2

q2m1
, as we do not want to change the trap voltage during the campaign.

This is a significant practical complication, since the superconducting detector frequency

cannot easily be measured at room-temperature and also changes by roughly one percent

2Assuming a magnetic gradient of about mT m−1
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Δ

FIG. 5. Comparison of calculations and measurements of the ax-
ial shift in dependence of the axial amplitude. The significantly larger
shift of the former g-factor HCI trap in comparison to the optimized
five-electrode trap is caused by a flaw in the trap calculation of
the former g-factor HCI trap. The tolerances arise from allowing
variations of the lengths of the electrodes, distances, and diameter
by 20 μm. A shift for smaller amplitude is hard to measure due to
the systematic uncertainty of the dip measurement. The data points,
which are determined from different excitations and delay times,
are in good accordance with the simulations. The improvement
between LIONTRAP and the former trap is more than three orders of
magnitude. The two vertical green dashed lines show the excitation
amplitude of the proton after the second PnA pulse during the
acquisition time of the axial peak. These parameters are used during
the measurement campaign for the determination of the proton’s
atomic mass.

and determine the shift of this frequency in dependence of the
excitation energy. The frequency is determined via the axial
phase of the excited ion signal on the resonator. This phase
measurement has been performed with an axial frequency
slightly above the resonator frequency to increase the cooling-
time constant and thus the phase evolution time. Different ex-
citation lengths and different phase evolution times are chosen
for the measurement. This axial frequency shift is compared
to simulations; see Fig. 5. Our trap shows a three orders of
magnitude smaller axial shift at zexc = 1 mm in comparison
to the former g-factor HCI trap design. The observed shift is
within the manufacturing tolerances.

With this voltage setting the trap is sufficiently harmonic
that it does not restrict the precision of our measurements, and
relative systematic shifts of the cyclotron frequency are below
10−13. Moreover, it enables us to perform phase-sensitive
measurements of the modified cyclotron frequency with a
single proton, which so far have been limited by axial fre-
quency shifts due to trapping anharmonicities. Here, we can
excite the axial motion of the ion at the end of the PnA cycle
to large enough amplitudes for achieving a sufficient peak
signal. A peak SNR of approximately 14 dB is necessary to
achieve a technical readout jitter below 15◦ [54], which is
relevant for the PnA method. This corresponds to an averaged
axial amplitude of zexc = 260 μm for the proton during the
acquisition time of the axial peak. A higher SNR for the

 δ

FIG. 6. Comparison of the magnetic field stabilities of the former
g-factor HCI experiment, determined using a 28Si13+, 48Ca17+, and
12C5+ ion, and of the LIONTRAP experiment using a 12C6+ ion.
During the 48Ca17+ ion and the 12C5+ ion measurements a super-
conducting closed self-shielding compensation coil was installed.
Longer evolution times are not possible due to unwrapping errors.
The total cycle time in between two successive determinations of φi

+
is given by Tcycle = Tevol + Tcool, where Tcool ≈ 45 s is the combined
cooling time for the axial and the modified cyclotron mode of the ion
after the phase determination.

proton was not possible due to the quadratic magnetic field
component. This inhomogeneity together with the increased
modified cyclotron radius after the second PnA pulse led to an
additional axial frequency shift. For a larger axial excitation
amplitude this shift would additionally increase the phase
jitter.

B. Magnetic field

The magnetic field stability is the dominant source of
statistical fluctuations of the mass measurement. It can be
measured via

δB

B
= δνc

νc
≈ δν+

ν+
= δφ+

φ+
= δφ+

360◦ν+Tevol
, (18)

where δφ+ is the variation of the total modified cyclotron
phase in degree between successive phase measurements,
given by δφ+ ≡ std(φ+) = std[diff(φi

+, φi+1
+ )]/

√
2, which is

the differential change in the phase of ν+ in subsequent
measurements i and i + 1, and Tevol is the evolution time of the
measurement. For the proton mass campaign we decided on
T max

evol = 10 s. Different evolution times are chosen to extract
the magnetic field stability; see Fig. 6. The stability is deter-
mined by repeating several PnA cycles with identical Tevol and
recording φi

+.
The trap of the former g-factor HCI experiment was

initially shielded by the built-in self-shielding coil of the
magnet. The magnetic field fluctuations for Tevol = 20 s
were determined with 28Si13+ to be δB/B ≈ 6 × 10−10 [33].
Later, a homemade closed superconducting self-shielding
compensation coil was placed directly around the trap cham-
ber to reduce the magnetic field fluctuations at the trap center

022518-9

Figure 3.4: Shot-to-shot fluctua-
tion of the modified cyclotron fre-
quency in Liontrap, compared
to our previous setup that con-
tained a ferromagnetic ring (com-
pare also chapter 4), but also a
superconducting self-shielding coil.
The optimal precision, better than
100 ppt per shot, is reached for evo-
lution times of about 30s. For
significantly longer times phase-
coherence is lost. Figure taken
from [22].

when cooled down. Still, by using a varactor for fine-tuning in-situ we have successfully

implemented a matching pair of detectors that consequently allowed totally avoiding the

systematic uncertainty associated to shifts of the trap center and allowed reaching beyond

state-of-the-art precision for the proton mass [38]. For the later deuteron mass campaign

[39] the varactor alone was sufficient to tune one detector alternatively to the deuteron

and the carbon thanks to the close matching of these charge-to-mass ratios. For this

campaign we have significantly improved the stability of the environmental parameters

such as the pressures in the cryostats and the temperature of the apparatus, resulting in

a better temporal stability of the magnetic field (see fig. 3.4) and consequently allowing

us to perform the most precise mass measurement in atomic mass units to date with an

accuracy of 8 ppt. While obviously further incremental technical improvement should and

will happen, at this point we are starting to see the impact of many different small sources,

making significant progress very difficult.

3.4 Simultaneous measurements

To generally circumvent excess magnetic field fluctuations, different techniques have been

developed with varying success. In a stack of several traps it is possible to prepare two

or more single ions in individual potential minima (see figure 3.3). This way, after each

measurement the ions can be exchanged significantly faster than in a single trap, where

the ions have to be either produced and killed successively or one ion has to be parked

on a large orbit [47]. By sandwiching the most relevant phase sensitive measurements

with the less critical ones, the time scale relevant for magnetic field fluctuations can be

drastically reduced. However, practically this ”rapid transport” technique is limited by

the settling times of the trap voltages after transports. The precision voltage sources suffer
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from minute-scale drifts after the voltages have been changed, which forces us to include

waiting times in between the precision measurements. To circumvent this we are currently

building a dedicated transport voltage source, which performs the transports and allows

the precision sources to keep their output constant. We expect a significant reduction

of the wait times and a correspondingly large improvement of the achievable precision,

however the effect of the cryogenic filters still has to be thoroughly analyzed once the new

source becomes operational.

In Liontrap we have two separate traps both equipped with their own detector. This

allows us to perform truly simultaneous measurements on two ions. While the absolute

magnetic field in the two traps slightly differs due to the spatial distance, we expected

the fluctuations to be largely the same. By storing two ions of interest and additionally

a reference ion in the trap stack, we can alternatively measure the cyclotron frequencies

of one ion with respect to the reference ion and then afterwards measure the other ion

also with respect to the same reference ion. This way, since both measurements measure

the ions of interest simultaneously with the reference ion, the ratio of both results should

yield the ratio of the cyclotron frequencies of the ions of interest with high precision, while

the reference ion drops out. The time-dependent magnetic field in the “precision” trap (a)

can be written w.l.o.g. in terms of the field in the reference trap (b), the constant field

offset ∆Ba,b and the time variation of the field offset δ∆Ba,b(t):

Ba(t) = Bb(t) + ∆Ba,b + δ∆Ba,b(t). (3.4)

Since the phase sensitive measurements determine the mean magnetic fields, the ratio of

the measured fields and consequently the determined cyclotron frequencies3 become

R ≡ νac
νbc

=
qamb

qbma

〈Ba(t)〉
〈Bb(t)〉

=
qamb

qbma

(
1 +

∆Ba,b

〈Bb〉
+
〈δ∆Ba,b〉
〈Bb〉

)
. (3.5)

If the field fluctuations commonly influence both traps, δ∆Ba,b will be small and R becomes

largely time independent. However, to our surprise at least in the Liontrap setup δ∆Ba,b

actually dominates (the fluctuations are mostly independent in the two traps) on the

relevant time scales and consequently the method does not improve precision as expected.

In the future a thorough analysis of the sources of the individual fluctuations is required

to eventually bring the two-trap method to success.

3.4.1 Coupled magnetron orbits

A quite different method has originally been pioneered at MIT in the Pritchard group [48].

Here, the two ions of interest are simultaneously stored in the same trap. It is based on

3For the sake of clarity I neglect the minute difference of ν+ and νc here.
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Figure 3.5: Coupled magnetron orbit.
Two ions stay on an (almost) constant
distance dsep and circulate around their
common guiding center. The guiding
center rotates around the trap center on
an (almost) constant radius ρcom. By
making ρcom small, the two ions sample
on average the identical magnetic field
and effectively exchange position every
magnetron half-cycle. Consequently,
the cyclotron and spin precession fre-
quencies stay (relatively) coherent even
for very long evolution times.

the observation that the magnetron frequency ν− is in first order independent on the ion

charge-to-mass ratio. If the charge states and masses of the ions are similar and the axial

motions are cold, the minute second-order mismatch in ν− is overcome by the Coulomb

interaction and the magnetron motion becomes coupled. In this state, the two ions perform

rotations both around themselves as well as around the trap center (see figure 3.5).

With a sequence of radiofrequency excitations ρcom can be reduced until the ions

circulate basically only on dsep. In this state the ions are not only very close together,

but on average sample the identical magnetic field (for identical ions) and exchange

position every magnetron half-cycle. Consequently, any magnetic field fluctuation that

is homogeneous on a scale of a few hundred micrometer (the typical scale for dsep) are

perfectly canceled. In fact, even non-homogeneous fluctuations that are slower than the

magnetron frequency cancel to a large extent. This is especially important in the case of

the spin precession frequency. A homogeneous magnetic field excursion ∆B that is seen

by one ion w.r.t. the other for a time t < π
ω−

causes a deviation of its spin precession or

respectively cyclotron phase by ∆ϕL,+ = ωL,+
∆B
〈B0〉t < π

ωL,+
ω−

∆B
〈B0〉 . While this phase jitter is

typically negligibly small for the cyclotron motion, for the much larger spin precession

frequency it could sum up to problematic values over the total measurement time. Luckily,

the electric conductivity of the trap material and the surrounding seems to effectively

shield such high frequency field fluctuations and first measurements clearly proof the

concept. As the impact of magnetic field fluctuations is now effectively excluded, other

effects shift into focus. First of all, any differential frequency shift between the ions

obviously does not drop out. This includes shifts due to special relativity. Since both ions

are only cooled to finite temperature in our setups, already in the thermal state there
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Figure 3.6: Magnetron-like orbits of
the coupled ions (red and blue) along
the arbitrarily chosen x direction. The
relatively fast magnetron oscillation
is modulated at the difference of
separation- and common frequencies.
Due to the imperfect matching of the
ion masses, the common- and separa-
tion amplitudes are not perfect con-
stants of motion. Consequently, the av-
erage amplitude, shown here as dashed
lines, is slightly different for the two
ions. The amplitudes and frequencies
in this figure are chosen to make the
effect visible.
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is an appreciable shift ∆ν+

ν+
≈ −kBT+

mc2
≈ −0.1 ppt (for medium heavy highly charged ions

cooled via the axial resonator including feedback) of the cyclotron frequencies4. Since the

cyclotron motion is excited for the phase sensitive measurement (either PnA or PnP),

the shift during the relevant evolution time can be much larger. For a reasonably good

phase resolution the cyclotron motion is excited to an energy of typically 10 kBT+ leading

to an average shift in the order of 1 ppt, or about 10 ppt for light ions. For good mass

doublets this shift cancels mostly if both ions are excited to the same radius. However,

this requires the spectral transfer function for the respective excitation line to be constant

in the respective range of frequencies, which is not necessarily the case especially if the

two ions have significantly different cyclotron frequencies. Luckily, to some extent this

mismatch of cyclotron amplitudes can be calibrated utilizing an engineered electrostatic

(an-)harmonicity. Further imperfections originate from the presence of two ions in the

trap. As the masses of two dissimilar ions are not identical, the coupled ions trajectory is

never exactly a pure circular “separation” motion around the trap center and the average

radius of the two ions becomes slightly dissimilar, depending on their mass difference (see

figure 3.6). In combination with unavoidable residual field imperfections this leads to

small shifts of the CFR, which scales strongly with d5
sep. On the other hand, for small dsep,

the Coulomb interaction between the ions becomes large and shifts all trap frequencies.

Interestingly, if the mass difference is very small, the Coulomb interaction causes a resonant

interaction of the cyclotron motions and a correspondingly large frequency pushing effect.

Consequently, the ion balance method is mostly useful for measurements on good - but

not too good - mass doublets. For measurements on the spin precession the choice of

ions is larger because the almost electrostatic Coulomb interaction of the ions does not

4Note that for the spin precession frequency the corresponding shift is drastically reduced by a factor
about ν+

νL
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Figure 3.7: Dressing of the mag-
netron motion with an off-resonant
Qxz drive close to the νz + ν−
sidebands. For a suitable cou-
pling strength the magnetron fre-
quencies of two dissimilar ions can
be made exactly degenerate by
choosing a coupling frequency right
in between the unperturbed side-
bands. This way, the ions scan the
same radius and systematic shifts
due to trap imperfections are sig-
nificantly reduced.

strongly influence the spin precession so that dsep can be chosen much smaller. Finally,

it is conceivable to add a q/m dependent force in order to null the magnetron frequency

difference of the two ions. Such a force can be for example an off-resonant axial-magnetron

Qxz coupling drive as suggested already in [49], or a Qzz drive above the axial frequency.

In the first case the magnetron motion of both ions is dressed by the respective axial

motion, but since the axial frequencies are slightly different the detuning is also different

for both ions and the resulting magnetron frequency shifts can be chosen to make the

absolute magnetron frequencies degenerate (see fig. 3.7). If the drive is sufficiently far

detuned, the change in the separation radius due to the axial-magnetron coupling can

be negligible on the time-scale of a single measurement shot. In the latter case, an extra

effective potential, similar to a radiofrequency (“Paul”) trap, which depends on q/m is

added to the static trap and can be tuned to null the magnetron frequency difference. In

both cases the systematic shifts associated with the slightly imperfect matching of the

trajectories can be significantly reduced and a correspondingly higher precision can be

achieved.
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4 | Zeeman spectroscopy

The strong magnetic field in the Penning trap not only makes the ion rotate with the

cyclotron frequency, but also causes a Zeeman splitting due to the alignment of the

(internal) magnetic moment ~µ of the ion relative to the magnetic field. For an s-state

atomic ion without nuclear spin, ~µ is proportional to the spin vector ~S

~µ = −gSµB
~S

~
. (4.1)

The unitless “g-factor” is typically gS ≈ 2. The exact value of gS can be calculated

from first principles using QED to extraordinary precision for many systems and is thus

subject of active research. A comparison of the calculated g to a measured value can thus,

especially in HCI, be used to test the theory. My group has contributed a number of

measurements to this field, among others:

• Most stringent test of QED in strong fields:

S. Sturm et al. “g factor of hydrogenlike 28Si13+”. In: Phys. Rev. Lett. 107.2 (2011),

p. 023002

• Most stringent tests of relativistic many-electron calculations in strong

fields:

A. Wagner et al. “g factor of lithiumlike silicon 28Si11+”. In: Phys. Rev. Lett. 110.3

(2013), p. 033003,

D. Glazov et al. “g Factor of Lithiumlike Silicon: New Challenge to Bound-State

QED”. in: Phys. Rev. Lett. 123.17 (2019), p. 173001

and

I. Arapoglou et al. “g Factor of Boronlike Argon 40Ar13+”. In: Phys. Rev. Lett.

122.25 (2019), p. 253001

• The isotopic shift in highly charged calcium:

F. Köhler et al. “Isotope dependence of the Zeeman effect in lithium-like calcium”.

In: Nat. Commun. 7.1 (2016), pp. 1–8
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• The electron mass in atomic mass units:

S. Sturm et al. “High-precision measurement of the atomic mass of the electron”. In:

Nature 506.7489 (2014), pp. 467–470

F. Köhler et al. “The electron mass from g-factor measurements on hydrogen-like

carbon 12C5+”. In: J. Phys. B-At. Mol. Opt. 48.14 (2015), p. 144032.

This chapter gives a brief introduction to the basics of these measurements and introduces

our measurement campaigns. Much more detailed information can be found in our original

publications.

For any state with non-zero orbital angular momentum (l > 0) the expression for the

magnetic moment becomes slightly more complex as the g-factor of the orbital angular

momentum gL = 1 is significantly different from gS ≈ 2, so that ~µJ = gL~L + gS ~S is not

co-linear with the total angular momentum vector ~J = ~L+ ~S. Still, the absolute value µJ

can be written in units of the total angular momentum norm and the Landé g-factor gJ :

| ~µJ | = gJµB
| ~J |
~
. (4.2)

In a Penning trap the projection of the magnetic moment on the magnetic field can take

discrete values:

µJ,z = gJµBmJ , (4.3)

where mJ takes values mJ ∈ [−J : 1 : J ]. Each of these orientations has its specific energy

in the magnetic field:

∆E = −µJ,zB0. (4.4)

Consequently, the orientation of the magnetic moment can be altered by a photon with

suitable energy Eγ = 2∆E = ~ωL. Here, the Larmor frequency ωL also quantifies the

oscillation of µJ around the magnetic field axis. However, unlike the ion’s motion in the

trap, the Larmor oscillation cannot directly be detected. Rather, we probe the “spin-flip”

resonance1 with suitable millimeter-wave photons and find the frequencies for which the

probability to observe a change of mJ becomes maximal. To this end, we need a method

to determine mJ for an arbitrary single ion. In some cases this is possible by observing

optical fluorescence photons, if a suitable “shelving” transition is available (see fig. 4.1,[55])

in the ion of interest. For the few-electron, highly charged ions that we are interested in

this is generally impossible due to a lack of suitable transitions. Here, we add a strong

magnetic bottle to our Penning trap, so that the magnetic moment projection becomes

visible via a shift of the axial frequency (CSGE). By injecting millimeter wave photons

with about the Larmor frequency, the spin-state can be flipped and consequently the axial

1Technically, this term is incorrect, as in l 6= 0 ions not necessarily the spin is flipped, but the magnetic
moment orientation is changed. I use the term “spin-flip” in this general sense.
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τ ≈ ns

Fluorescence

Spectroscopy transition

Figure 4.1: Direct electron shelving
technique. The optical transition be-
tween states |g, ↑〉 and |e〉 can be
strongly driven and the resulting flu-
orescence photons are detected. Fluo-
rescence ceases when the (millimeter-
wave) spectroscopy pulse drives the ion
into the dark Zeeman sub-state |g, ↓〉.
In many cases however, especially in
few-electron HCI, no suitable state |e〉
is available for detection.

frequency changes measurably. In principle, by measuring the cyclotron frequency (eq. 2.1)

of the ion in the same magnetic field, the magnetic moment of the ion can be determined

from the ratio Γ of ωL and ωc in units of the ion mass and charge:

Γ =
ωL
ωc

= 2
mion

qion

µJ,z = gJ
mion

qion

µB =
gJ
2

e

qion

mion

me

. (4.5)

If the ratio of electron to ion mass is known from other experiments, we can express the

g-factor as:

gJ = 2Γ
qion

e

me

mion

. (4.6)

In the strong magnetic bottle of the Alphatrap “analysis trap” (AT) of about B2 =

43 000 T m−2, the finite energy of the axial and cyclotron motions causes large shifts of all

frequencies and consequently the measurement precision is limited. A simple estimate of

the resonance width can be obtained by considering the thermal axial amplitude (eq. 3.2).

As the axial amplitude changes on a millisecond time-scale when the ion is in thermal

equilibrium with the tank circuit, the Larmor resonance is broadened to

δωL
ωL

=
B2

2B0

ẑ2
th ≈ 10−6. (4.7)

A drastic improvement can be achieved with the dual-trap technique. To this end, we use

a second spatially separated trap, the “precision trap” (PT). Here, the magnetic field is

very homogeneous, and consequently the resonances are drastically (typically four orders

of magnitude) more narrow compared to the AT. The measurement sequence is then based

on the (valid) assumption that the spin state is unchanged when the ion is transported

between the two traps. First, we determine the spin state in the AT by observing the axial

frequency jump following a spin flip induced by a high-power excitation2. Then, after

2It is typically insufficient to only measure the axial frequency as the cyclotron energy and voltage
source instability can lead to fluctuations comparable to the spin flip.
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Figure 4.2: Typical measurement sequence
for internal state spectroscopy using the
CSGE and a dual-trap setup. After we de-
termined the internal state in the AT, we
transport the ion to the PT, where we mea-
sure the cyclotron frequency with PnA and
simultaneously inject a probe pulse (laser or
mmW). Finally, the resulting internal state
is determined again in the AT. The approx-
imate times noted at the side include wait
periods to let voltages settle. The truly sensi-
tive spectroscopy time is only about 5-10s at
the end of the PnA sequence. One such cycle
takes less than 20 minutes.

Determine internal
state

PT

Transport to PT

PT

Measure ωz
("dip")

PTPT

Measure ω+
("double dip")

Measure ω+
("PnA") mmW or laser

excitation

Transport to AT

AT2min

3min

2min

2min

6min

2min

transporting to the PT, we measure the cyclotron frequency and simultaneously introduce

a millimeter-wave excitation at a random frequency. If this frequency is close enough to

the true Larmor frequency in that specific magnetic field, the spin can be flipped. The

result is tested after transporting back to the AT. One such cycle gives us a value of

Γ′i ≡
(
ωmw

ω′c

)
i

(4.8)

and the Boolean information Si whether the spin flipped or not. This tuple Ti ≡ (Γ′i, Si) is

self-consistent and basically independent of time and magnetic field, as fluctuations of B0

between cycles drops out. We will see later that this is not true for fluctuations of B0 within

the excitation time. The set of Ti resulting from many such cycles can then be combined

to plot the fractional spin-flip rate as a function of the unitless ratio Γ. A histogram of the

fraction of “sucessful” Ti reveals a narrow resonance from which the magnetic moment can

be determined. To avoid artifacts from the binning process, we use a maximum-likelihood

fit to the original unbinned Ti to determine the resonance center. In the Alphatrap

PT, errors from field imperfections are negligible. The resonance width originates from

a combination of the finite measurement precision of the cyclotron frequency (with the
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phase-sensitive PnA method) and magnetic field fluctuations within the measurement

time. For HCI, PnA achieves typically about 6-10° phase precision. For a 5 second

spectroscopy pulse this translates (compare eq. 2.15) into δνc
νc

= 10◦

360◦5 s 28 MHz
≈ 2× 10−10

relative precision. Additionally, as PnA measures the mean magnetic field 〈B0 (t)〉t during

the evolution time, the microwave drive is incoherent with respect to the Larmor precession

(as in a Rabi-type experiment) on the timescale of 5 seconds. Consequently, magnetic

field fluctuations in a frequency range from 0.2 Hz up to about 100 Hz contribute to the

resonance width. Here, the upper limit is connected to the modulation index [56] of

the Larmor precession η (ω) ≡ ∆ωL
ω

= ∆B0(ω)
B0

〈ωL〉
ω

, which is significantly larger than for

the cyclotron motion. Consequently, for magnetic field fluctuations no larger than 1 ppb

the resonance will show significant contributions for η & 1, or ω . 2π 100 Hz, which

is also empirically confirmed. It is thus of prime importance to reduce the amount of

field fluctuations in this “acoustic” range. Interestingly, the eddy current decay time in

the closed cryogenic trap chamber, manufactured from OFHC copper, is expected (not

measured) to be around τ ≈ 100 ms and consequently external fluctuations � 1 Hz should

be efficiently suppressed. Future upgrades should therefore not only improve the shielding

factor, for example by implementing a superconducting magnetic shield around the trap

chamber, but also improve the internal mechanical stability of the trap setup. This is

because any change of the geometry, originating either from external vibrations or changes

of the local temperature, generate field fluctuations for the ion that are not shielded by

external measures. At the current state, typically a (relative) resonance FWHM of about

1 ppb is achieved. With sufficient statistics and for a non-saturated resonance the line

center can then be determined to a few 10 ppt. This experimental precision surpasses,

with the exception of the lightest ions, the current state-of-the-art theoretical predictions

and consequently allows testing even high order contributions of QED in the strong fields

that are found in HCI.

4.1 Testing quantum electrodynamics in the strong

field regime

Highly charged ions are extraordinarily good systems for probing the boundaries of validity

of our fundamental theories. This is owing to a combination of two unique properties:

• Even heavy HCI can have only single or few electrons, such that they are very

accessible for precise and rigorous calculations from first principles.

• The electrons are located very close to the nucleus, where they experience the

strongest fields we have available in the laboratory in stable systems. These can
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A detailed derivation of the vacuum polarization potential is
given by Refs.@66,67#, and references therein.

The reducible parts can be treated in a similar manner as
for the photon exchange diagrams in few-electron systems
@61,68–71#, taking into account that the magnetic potential
under investigation here replaces the perturbing potential of
another electron in the corresponding formulas. To handle
the additional singularity in one of the electron propagators,
caused by 1/(En2En), the remaining electron propagator of
the self-energy diagrams is evaluated aroundE5En2v. The
leading term of this expansion cancels with the correspond-
ing product of lower order termsS(1)SSE

(2) . After the transi-
tion e→0 the remaining term formally contains a derivative
of the self-energy operator@71#. In an equivalent manner,
this term can also be obtained as a perturbation of the bind-
ing energy caused by the influence of an external potential
@22,72,73# or by employing the two-times Green’s function
method@65#. It reads

DESE,WF,red5K anUg0
]

]E
S~E!U

E5En

UanL ^anuea•Auan&

~31!

for states which are only degenerate in their magnetic quan-
tum number, i.e., in particular for the 1s1/2 state. For the
vacuum polarization wave function correction, no depen-
dence on the energy of the state under consideration exists,
except in the electron propagator itself which is mediating
between the magnetic interaction and the vacuum polariza-
tion vertex. Any expansion similar to the self-energy does
not yield any derivative terms, and the reducible part of
SVP,WF

(3) is completely cancelled by the productS(1)SVP
(2) and

has not to be considered further. The index ‘‘irred’’ will
therefore be dropped in the following on vacuum polariza-
tion terms.

B. Divergences

The expressions~21!, ~22!, ~31!, ~28!, and ~29! for the
diagrams 2~a!, 2~c! and 2~e!, 2~b!, and 2~d! and 2~f! are only
formal. They contain divergences and therefore require
renormalization. Our way to deal with the divergences of the
self energy expressions is to evaluate the bound-state elec-
tron propagators into powers of the nuclear binding potential
and to isolate the mass and charge divergences which are
present in the lowest order terms only. These terms are
treated analytically in momentum space, and after cancelling
the divergences between different diagrams a finite result is
obtained. The finite higher-order terms are evaluated in co-
ordinate space by employing the full yet unrenormalized ex-
pression and subtracting the divergent lower-order parts in
the calculation. The procedure outlined so far coincides with

that employed by Snyderman@74# and has been described in
detail in Ref.@22# for the QED corrections to the hyperfine
structure splitting.

The decomposition of the irreducible part of the self-
energy wave function correction term is depicted in Fig. 3.
The divergent terms are these with zero and one interaction
in the binding potential present, below referred to as ‘‘zero-
potential term’’ and ‘‘one-potential term,’’ respectively. The
charge divergences cancel between both terms, as we are
going to show. In addition, a mass counter termdm has to be
subtracted to obtain proper mass renormalization similar to
the case of the free self-energy@75# ~for our schemes see also
Ref. @76#!.

Throughout our work we employ the Feynman gauge,
which yields for the free self-energy operator (E5p0 here,
the dependence onp is not explicitly indicated!

S [0]~E!52 ie2E dk
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gm
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~p2k!22me
2
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k2
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~We denote the number of interactions with the binding po-
tential by superscript numbers in brackets.! This operator
contains a mass and a charge divergence which are also
present in the expression~22!. The mass renormalized free
self-energy operator reads@74#

Smass ren
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By D52/e2gE1 ln 4p we denote the ultraviolet part of the
charge renormalization constant after dimensional regular-
ization wheree denotes the dimensional regularization pa-

FIG. 3. The decomposition ofDESE,WF,irredinto terms appropri-
ate for removing divergences and for numerical calculation. A pho-
ton line terminated by a cross denotes one interaction with the
nuclear binding potentialVnuc

bind. The labels under the diagrams cor-
respond to the expressions used in the text. For brevity the index
‘‘irred’’ was omitted on all labels.

gj FACTOR OF AN ELECTRON BOUND IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 032510

032510-5

Figure 4.3: Example for the (Zα) decomposition of a bound-electron Feynman diagram,
in this case the self-energy contribution. The double line stands for a bound-state electron
propagator, whereas single lines are the more simple free electron version. The effect of
the Coulomb binding, which is rigorously included in the bound-electron propagator, is
expanded here in individual photon exchange vertices, with photon lines that end in a
cross. The coupling at these vertices depends on Zα, so that an increasing amount of such
vertices is required to reach sufficient precision in high-Z ions. Figure taken from [57].

reach beyond 1016 V cm−1 for the electric and 20 000 T for the magnetic fields (for

ions with nuclear spin).

Over the years, leading theory groups have calculated many contributions to g. Depending

on the Z regime, two different methods for dealing with the binding of the electron to

the nucleus are used. For low-Z ions, two expansions are used, one for the loops of the

interaction with the vacuum, proportional to αn, and a second one in orders of (Zα)n that

describes the interaction with the binding field. This effectively corresponds to assuming

the electron does interact with the nucleus only via virtual photons and evolves freely

in between interactions. This simplifies the calculation, as the plane wave propagator

is used in the calculation of the Feynman diagrams. This method has been pioneered

by Prof. Krzysztof Pachucki and is called (non-relativistic) NR-QED. For small Z this

second series converges quickly and provides very good precision. For large Z however,

Zα approaches unity and is thus no good expansion parameter anymore (see figure 4.4).

Now, bound-state QED becomes a strongly coupled theory and we have to give up the

assumption of a free electron in between interactions but use the known hydrogen solution

for the propagator. While this takes care of the strong interaction with the nucleus (in

all orders of Zα), it makes the calculation significantly more involved. Then again, this

regime of QED has never been tested to high precision before and is consequently highly

interesting for experiments. Another way to look at that is apparent in figure 4.4, where

the higher-order in Zα contributions become dominant for high Z.

Over the last years my group has worked towards performing the most stringent tests of

QED in strong fields and towards reaching the highest Z regime. This series of experiments

has initially been started at the Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz in the group

of Prof. Dr. Günter Werth in collaboration with Dr. Wolfgang Quint and Prof. Dr.
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Figure 4.4: Non-exhaustive
compilation of (relative) con-
tributions to the bound-
electron g-factor in hydrogen-
like ions. It is clearly visible
how the higher-order in (Zα)
contributions become domi-
nant for high Z and eventu-
ally even surpass the leading
order (Zα)0 contribution [58].

Heinz-Jürgen Kluge, and has later been continued in the group of Prof. Dr. Klaus Blaum,

where I pursued my PhD thesis. There, in the apparatus that now has been reconstructed

to Liontrap, the g-factors of hydrogenlike carbon [59] and later oxygen [60] have been

measured and successfully compared to theory. However, this experiment is hermetically

sealed with a pinch-off tube and so ions have to be produced in-situ, which was limited in

this setup to low-Z ions.

4.1.1 The most stringent test of QED in strong fields

In the course of my PhD thesis we have upgraded this setup to allow both for higher

electron beam energy and also precision. This way, using the then newly developed PnA

method we were able to measure the g-factor of hydrogenlike silicon 28Si13+ [50, 33] with

11 digits precision and compare it with QED theory. The limitation of this test is currently

the uncertainty due to the uncalculated higher order terms, at the time of our measurement

α2 (Zα)5+. Since then, also most α2 (Zα)5 terms have been calculated so that today the

precision of the comparison has increased to 3× 10−10, testing not only electron QED

contributions up to 3-loop level and specific bound electron contributions up to 2-loop

level, but also contributions by the nuclear size as well as the relativistic recoil. The

agreement of experiment and theory thus constitutes the most stringent test of QED in

strong fields.

4.1.2 The deviation in lithiumlike HCI

But the measurement principle is not limited to single electron systems. By adding

two electrons, the 1s shell is filled and one unpaired spin remains in the 2s shell. This

lithiumlike configuration experimentally behaves very much alike the hydrogenlike one,

however on the theory side the calculation has to include the effect of the inner shell

electrons and their fully relativistic interaction with the active 2s electron. Indeed, a
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Table 4.1: Contributions to the g-
factor of 28Si13+. Our experiment
probes QED contributions up to or-
der α2 (Zα)5, but also contributions
from the nucleus, such as the rela-
tivisitic recoil and the charge radius
of the nucleus. The dominant un-
certainty stems from uncalculated
higher orders in (Zα)6+. Some of
these contributions have been cal-
culated after our results were pub-
lished, making this test even more
stringent than before. The table is
based on data from Dr. Zoltán Har-
man [58].

〈
r2
〉

[fm] 3.1223(24)

Dirac value 1.993 023 571 6

Finite nuclear size 0.000 000 020 45

One-loop QED 2 328 682 623(6)

Two-loop QED (Zα)0 −0.000 003 544 610

(Zα)2 −0.000 000 006 166

(Zα)4 −0.000 000 002 255

(Zα)5 0.000 000 000 284

(Zα)6 0.000 000 000 000(583)

Three-loop QED (Zα)0 0.000 000 029 498

(Zα)2 0.000 000 000 051

Recoil Non-QED 0.000 000 204 534(1)

rad-rec 0.000 000 001 600(100)

Radiative −0.000 000 000 159

(m/M)2 −0.000 000 000 060

Total Theory 1.995 348 957 347(592)

Total Experiment 1.995 348 957 663(111)

measurement [51] in my group has probed this and found agreement within the theory

uncertainty, justifying our understanding of relativistic dynamics in strong fields. However,

later we have revisited this system with significantly higher precision both experimentally

as well as on the theory side [52] and found a 1.7σ tension. A further improvement of the

theory [61] confirms the previous finding, however it is more precise and thus enlarges

the discrepancy to over 3 standard deviations. A second measurement of our group on

lithiumlike calcium isotopes (see section 4.3) reveals an even larger 4.5σ deviation. These

discrepancies are still standing today and a challenge for QED theory, as it is believed [58]

that a significant contribution is missing.

4.1.3 Towards the Zα ≈ 1 regime with ALPHATRAP

Ultimately, the goal of my group is to perform a precise test of QED in the Zα ≈ 1 regime,

around hydrogenlike lead 208Pb81+. To this end, two important requirements need to be

fulfilled:

• In the ion source an ionisation energy of 105 keV has to be overcome. For an electron

beam ion trap (EBIT) this means reaching a beam energy in excess of 200 keV.

• The vacuum in the trap needs to be better than 10−17 mbar to allow storing the ion,

which has a large tendency to pull electrons from rest-gas atoms and molecules, for

at least a few days.

While the second requirement has been fulfilled already at least in the hermetically sealed,

cryogenic traps such as Liontrap, the first one is technically impossible in an in-situ
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EBIT inside the trap chamber. Rather, big and specialised facilities have to be used.

These can be grouped into ion beam and electron beam based sources. At the ESR storage

ring at GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung in Darmstadt lowly charged ions

impinge with high energy, typically about 400 MeV per nucleon, on a stationary stripper

foil. This energy of the ions is high enough so that the kinetic energy of the bound electrons

overcomes their ionisation energy. After the stripper a large number of HCI up to the

highest charge states results, however, their kinetic energy spread is large. These ions need

to be cooled by many orders of magnitude before they can be captured in a precision trap.

This challenging endeavor is currently pursued at the HITRAP facility at GSI.

At MPIK we instead use the HD-EBIT, a facility developed and run by José Crespo,

which uses a high energy electron beam impinging on stationary ions. In that case, the

electrons needs much less energy than the ions in the above case, ideally about 2-3 times

the ionisation energy, about 200 keV to 300 keV for hydrogenlike lead. Currently, this is

beyond the capabilities of the HD-EBIT, but in a collaboration between my group within

the division of Klaus Blaum and the group of José Crespo, a major upgrade project is on

its way that aims to reach these energies (see chapter 6). With the current HD-EBIT we

can reach up to 70 keV beam energy, sufficient to produce hydrogenlike tin 118Sn49+.

In order to inject these ions into the cryogenic precision trap, we have to connect

the trap chamber to a room-temperature beamline. Alphatrap has been constructed

specifically to allow the injection from external ion sources, without compromising the

in-trap vacuum. To this end, we have developed the, to our knowledge, first cryogenically

operable XHV vacuum valve. This valve is opened for the injection and closed afterwards,

leaving the trap vacuum completely sealed. It is now imperative that the amount of

rest-gas, specifically hydrogen, that enters the trap during this time is limited. As long

as the total accumulated amount of gas is less than the equivalent of a few monolayers

on the surfaces of the trap chamber, the hydrogen (and also helium) relatively strongly

sticks to the cold walls despite its relatively sizeable vapour pressure at 4 K. Recently, we

have demonstrated the uninterrupted storage of hydrogenlike 118Sn49+ for more than 2

months before it recombined to 118Sn47+, compatible with a rest-gas pressure of about

10−17 mbar. This is sufficient for extended trap measurements on even the highest charge

states or antimatter particles. Today, Alphatrap is performing measurements on the

highest charge states of 118Sn, where Zα ≈ 0.36, which will be a big step towards the

highest field strengths and open a unique view into unknown terrain of strong field QED.
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Figure 4.5: Determinations of the electron
atomic mass until 2014. Our value, denoted
here as “this work”, is more than a factor of
13 more precise than previous values averaged
from measurements on antiprotonic helium
(Hori [62]), bound-state electrons g-factor
(Verdu[60] & Häffner[59]) and cyclotron fre-
quency ratios (Farnham[63]). The recent HD+

results are missing in this plot, which was
taken from [37].

of the modified cyclotron frequency at very low energies below the
detection threshold of the image-current amplifier, a significant
improvement on the established ‘pulse and probe’ technique22. Com-
bined with the axial and magnetron frequency information from dip
fits, the invariance relation allows us to calculate the free-space cyclo-
tron frequency, which is a measure of the magnetic field at the ion’s
location.
The Larmor precession frequency, nominally 105GHz in our case,

cannot be detected directly with the image current detector. Instead,
the Zeeman splitting of the bound electron’s spin is probed with a
microwave excitation. The key requirement for this is the ability to
detect the spin statewith the continuous Stern–Gerlach effect23. To this
end, a strong magnetic field inhomogeneity, is generated by an elec-
trode made from ferromagnetic material. In our setup the quadratic
portion of this bottle-shaped field amounts toB25 104 Tm22 (ref. 24).
In this inhomogeneous field, themagneticmoment couples to the axial
motion and causes a small, spin-dependent frequency difference.
Provided all other influences on the axial frequency, notably the ion’s
energy and the voltages applied to the trap, can be sufficiently well
controlled, the determination of the axial frequency of the ion becomes
a quantum non-demolition measurement of the electron’s spin. We
use a double-trap setup to spatially separate the spin analysis in the
inhomogeneous field of the ‘analysis trap’ (AT) and the high-precision
eigenfrequency measurement in the ‘precision trap’ (PT) (Fig. 1).
During the experiment, the ion is adiabatically shuttled between these
two traps. After determining the initial spin-state in the AT, the ion is
transported to the PT, where a microwave excitation at a random
frequency offset with respect to the expected Larmor frequency probes
the Zeeman splitting at the same time as the ‘pulse and amplify’ mea-
surement of the cyclotron frequency is performed, which suppresses
fluctuations of the magnetic field. The axial frequency, which is basic-
ally independent of themagnetic field, is measured before and after the
‘pulse and amplify’ cycle and interpolated. After transporting the ion
back to the AT, an analysis of the spin state allows us to detect a
possible successful spin-flip in the PT. By repeating this process (see
Supplementary Fig. 1) several hundred times it becomes possible to
map the probability of spin-flips in the homogeneousmagnetic field of
the PT as a function of the frequency ratio C (right panel of Fig. 1).
The dominant systematic uncertainty arises from the self-inter-

action mediated by image charges and currents in the trap electrodes
(see Table 1). In contrast to the free electron case9, the retardation of
the field and the resultant damping through a coupling tomodes of the
trap acting as a cavity is negligible owing to the very much higher
cyclotron wavelength. However, instead, the influence of the imme-
diateCoulomb interaction—that is, image charges—is enhanced. Even
though the resultant shift can be readily calculated, finite machining
accuracies and the imperfect knowledge of the ion’s geometric position
impose a relative uncertainty of dncyc/ncyc5 1.53 10211.
The extrapolated frequency ratio C 0

0%C(Ez~0), corrected for all
systematic shifts (Table 1), yields the final value C05 4376.21050089
(11)(7), with the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively,
given in parentheses.
The theoretical prediction of the g-factor presented here (see

Supplementary Table II) permits the calculation of the mass of the
electron in units of the ion’s mass. By correcting for the mass of the
missing electrons and their respective atomic binding energies25, we
can finally calculate me in atomic mass units:

me5 0.000548579909067(14)(9)(2) (5)

The first two errors are the statistical and systematic uncertainties of
the measurement, and the third error represents the uncertainties of
the theoretical prediction of the g-factor and the electron binding
energies. The theoretical result for the g-factor, with corrections
obtained from the experimentally determined value for hydrogen-like
28Si131 (ref. 18), implicitly assumes the correctness of QED. However,
the thus-far-untested higher-order contribution determined in this
work scales with (Za)5 and thus contributes less than 10211 in relative
terms for the 12C51 system.
The relative precision of 33 10211 for me obtained in this work

surpasses that of the current CODATA6 averaged literature value by
a factor of 13 and the previous best measurement3 by a factor of 17 (see
Fig. 4). Furthermore, our result gives the electron–proton mass ratio
with a relative precision of 94 parts per trillion, solely limited by the
uncertainty (in parentheses) of the proton mass value

mp/me5 1836.15267377(17) (6)

The main limitations seen in our work are the uncertainty resulting
from the ion’s self-interaction with its own image-charge in the trap
electrodes and the temperature of the ion in connection with the
temporal stability of the magnetic field.
Our result sets the stage for future ultrahigh precision tests of the

Standard Model at low energies. One example is the determination of
the fine-structure constanta via ameasurement of the recoilmomentum
exerted on an atom upon absorption of a photon26. The electron atomic

Table 1 | Relative systematic corrections and their uncertainties applied to the measured frequency ratio
Effect Correction (parts per trillion) Uncertainty (parts per trillion)

Image charge 2282.4 14.1
Image current 2.2 0.5
Residual electrostatic anharmonicity 0 0.25
Axial and magnetron temperature 0.04 0.04
Ionic mass 12C51 0 0.1

The small shift due to the residual cyclotron energy is eliminated by an extrapolation of the frequency ratios measured at different energies. For details see the Supplementary Information.
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Figure 4 | History of electron mass measurements. The last direct cyclotron
frequency determination dates back to 1995; the more recent values are all
indirect determinations based on QED predictions of g-factors or transition
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4.2 The electron mass from the bound electron g-

factor

The excellent agreement for hydrogenlike systems motivates an alternative use of the

g-factor experiment: If we trust in the validity of QED theory, we can take the left side of

equation 4.6 as given. Then, by measuring Γ, we can determine the ratio of electron and

ion mass (assuming that the charge ratio is a known integer). In principle the choice of the

ion is arbitrary, but it is especially useful to take 12C5+. Carbon is the basis of our atomic

mass unit u and so the atomic mass of hydrogenlike carbon is known to extraordinary

precision, limited only by the uncertainty of the binding energy of the 5 missing electrons.

Using all newly developed methods and the new trap, in 2014 we have published our value

of the electron mass with 28 ppt precision, over an order of magnitude more precise than

the previously tabulated value in the CODATA compilation of fundamental constants

and about 1.5σ lighter (see figure 4.5). Today, our value is influencing a wide range

of fundamental atomic physics, among others the interpretation of the spectrum of the

hydrogen atom [19] and the HD+ molecular ion [20, 21] and the determination of the

finestructure constant α in photon recoil measurements. Only recently, ultra precise

measurements of ro-vibrational transitions in the HD+ molecule have become competitive

with this value. Combined with an independent determination of the proton-to-deuteron

mass ratio and our determination of the proton and deuteron atomic masses, these allow

comparison with our electron atomic mass value. Fascinatingly, the values agree, a truly

beautiful confirmation of our understanding of atomic physics. Here, direct cyclotron

frequency measurements, bound-state QED in highly charged ions and QED in molecules

are combined and agree on a 11 digits level. In the future, a further improvement of the

electron mass determination with HCI is anticipated at Alphatrap. As magnetic field

fluctuations are the limiting factor for the achievable precision, a significant improvement

would strongly benefit from a field stabilisation.
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4.3 Larmor frequency difference measurements

The comparison of the calculated bound electron g-factor with experiment is currently for

most systems limited by theory precision. The uncertainty can originate from uncalculated

higher-order QED contributions, but also from parameters that enter the calculation. For

spin-less nuclei these parameters are mostly the nuclear charge radius, nuclear mass and

other nuclear properties and the finestructure constant α, all of which are known from

other experiments, but with limited precision. In many cases, these uncertainties can

render other small but interesting contributions invisible. An effective way to make these

small effects visible is to investigate the difference of two g-factors in similar systems,

where many common contributions drop out. Suitable candidates for such difference

measurements are either different charge states of the same nucleus or different isotopes of

the same element and charge state.

In the first case, it is for example possible to zero the contributions of the nucleus

to a specific difference of g-factors of, for example, hydrogen- and lithiumlike ions ∆g =

g2s,Z − ΞZg1s,Z . Here, typically ΞZ < 1 because the nuclear properties influence the 1s

state much more than the 2s. The precise value of ΞZ has been calculated in [64]. A

measurement of ∆g can then be used to determine the value of other input parameters,

such as the finestructure constant α.

Alternatively, the difference of ∆g = g(Z,N1)−g(Z,N2) for two isotopes (with neutron

numbers N1 and N2) of the same element allows dropping most QED contributions of the

electrons, keeping only those that explicitly depend on the nucleus. Dominantly, these are

the finite nuclear size and the finite nuclear mass, which leads to a purely relativistic recoil

term. In 2016, my group measured ∆gCa = g(20, 20)− g(20, 28), the isotopic difference

between 48Ca17+ and 40Ca17+ [53]. As we measured these two g-factors individually, we

needed the atomic masses of the two HCI to determine g from the measured frequency

ratios Γ. To this end, we collaborated with the SHIPTRAP group at GSI Darmstadt,

who measured the atomic mass of 48Ca17+. The resulting precision for ∆gCa allowed

resolving the nuclear recoil effect to about 10% for the first time. The result was limited

by the uncertainty of the atomic mass measurement of effectively about 0.6 ppb, while the

frequency ratio and the theoretical prediction is more precise. Since the recoil effect is

purely relativistic, it requires calculations beyond the Furry picture and the agreement of

experiment and theory manifests the validity of our understanding of this type of physics.

4.3.1 Coupled magnetron orbit Zeeman spectroscopy

However, to observe the interesting QED contribution to the recoil a relative precision far

in excess of 50 ppt would be required for ∆gCa. To this end the two major limitations have

to be overcome, the atomic mass precision and the magnetic field fluctuations that limit Γ.
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Figure 4.6: Simultaneous dual-Ramsey cycle.
Initially, the spins of both ions are brought
to the equator of the Bloch sphere with a
π/2-pulse (or two separate pulses) (top and
middle). The diagrams indicate the x projec-
tion of the spin vector. After some time the
spins have evolved and their phases become
unpredictable due to magnetic fluctuations.
However, the difference of the two vectors
(bottom), rotating at a much lower frequency,
stays coherent and contains the information
of the g-factor difference. At the end of the
sequence, a second π/2-pulse projects both
spin onto the magnetic field axis.
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An elegant solution to this is to measure the Larmor precession of two ions simultaneously

in coupled magnetron orbits, similar to the method described in 3.4.1. In that case, the

ions are almost exactly at the same position on average, and exchange position every

magnetron half-cycle, roughly every 50 μs (compare fig. 3.5). This rapid swapping of the

ions strongly suppresses not only fluctuations of the homogeneous magnetic field, but also

inhomogeneous components on a time-scale longer than τcrit = 1/ν−.

For different isotopes of the same element, but also for different elements with similar

Z, the Larmor frequencies are extremely similar, in the case of calcium ∆gCa ≈ 1× 10−9.

Consequently, all common magnetic field fluctuations are strongly suppressed in the

difference. Moreover, since both ions are located in the same magnetic field at the same time,

only a single measurement of B is required. That measurement again, and consequently

the atomic mass, is required only to a precision that is reduced by ∆g/g . 1× 10−7 (for

isotopes). However, since νL � νc, any fast fluctuations (τ < τcrit) of B will have a much

larger effect on the Larmor phase ϕL(τ) = ωLτ . If the total accumulated phase difference

∆ϕL ≡ ϕL,1(τ) − ϕL,2(τ) is predictable to better than 2π, the difference of the Larmor

frequencies can be measured coherently. To this end, a simultaneous time-Ramsey cycle is

performed (see fig. 4.6). Starting w.l.o.g. from the state |↓〉 |↓〉, for two resonant π/2-pulses

the probability to find the spin of ion 1 in state |↑〉 is given by:

p1,↑(t) = sin2 (ωL,1t+ ϕ1,0). (4.9)

Consequently, the probability to find either |↓〉 |↓〉 or |↑〉 |↑〉 can be written as a product:

p‖(t) = p1,↑(t)p2,↑(t) + p1,↓(t)p2,↓(t) =
1

2
+

1

4
cos (2 (∆12t+ ∆ϕ12,0)) + . . ., (4.10)

where ∆12 ≡ ωL,1 − ωL,2 is the sought-after difference of Larmor frequencies. In the last
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Ion 1 to PT
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("double dip")
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(ion 1) 
("dip")

Ramsey sequence

Separate ions

AT

PT

Determine spin-state
ion 1

Ion 1 to AT

Combine ions in PT

Figure 4.7: Simplified measure-
ment sequence for the simultane-
ous coherent g-factor difference
method. First, the spin-state of
both ions, one at a time, is de-
termined in the AT. Afterwards,
one ion is transported to the PT,
where it is used (as single ion) to
measure the cyclotron frequency.
Afterwards, the two ions are com-
bined and prepared in a suitable
coupled orbit. There, the dual-
Ramsey excitation sequence is exe-
cuted, the ions are separated with
the help of the magnetic bottle and
the next cycle starts. One such cy-
cle takes about 50 minutes. The
size of the blocks roughly indicate
the time required for the steps.

step, terms with the original Larmor frequencies and their sum have been neglected. This

is generally valid for longer times t, because they quickly become incoherent and then

average to zero between measurements. Thus, the correlation of the Larmor oscillations

can be mapped onto the spin-flip probability p‖ (or the equivalent combination p⊥ =

p1,↓p2,↑ + p1,↑p2,↓ = 1− p‖). The individual probabilities p1,↑,↓ and p2,↑,↓ can be determined

by separating the ions and detecting their spin-state, one at a time, in the AT. The

complete cycle is depicted in figure 4.7.

Compared to the coupled magnetron orbit method for CFR, here, the frequency shifts

due to the Coulomb interaction play a much smaller and simpler role. The Larmor

frequencies themselves are almost independent of the electric field for the small velocities

at play here, the dominant shifts originate from the slightly imperfect matching of the time-

averaged orbits. For two non-identical ions, the average magnetron radius is not perfectly

identical (compare chapter 3.4 and figure 3.6). In combination with unavoidable residual

magnetic field imperfections this leads to a systematic shift of the Larmor oscillations. A

similar shift originates from the dissimilar axial amplitudes when both ions are cooled

by the same tank circuit, one at a time. To bring the second ion in resonance, the

axial potential is altered adiabatically (on a timescale that is long compared to the axial

frequency), so that the axial amplitudes on average relate as
(
ẑ1
ẑ2

)2

=
√

q2m2

q1m1
. The axial
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Figure 4.8: Limits for hypothetical bosons of mass mφ and coupling yeyn to electrons and
nucleons from several experiments. Our ∆g measurement can set stringent limits (TW)
specifically for the large mass range due the simple electron structure with only a single
bound electron close to the nucleus. Other limits shown here include the free electron
g − 2, combined with neutron scattering data [65], measurements of the Casimir force
(CF) [66] and astrophysical limits from globular clusters (GC) [67]. The currently most
sensitive limit comes from the measurements of the isotope shift in atomic hydrogen (H-D
1s-2s) [68].

amplitudes then cause Larmor frequency shifts from two dominant sources:

• directly, via the motion in the residual magnetic bottle: ∆νL ∼ B2ẑ
2/2

• indirectly, via the shift of the axial equilibrium position due to a residual electrostatic

asymmetry C3 and the magnetic gradient B1: ∆νL ∼ B1C3ẑ
2

With current methods, the combined relative shifts due to the magnetron and axial

amplitudes can be limited to a level of about 1× 10−13. Recently, my group has performed

the first such measurement on the 20,22Ne9+ isotopes of neon. There, the theoretical

prediction of the isotopic effect is limited by the tabulated nuclear charge radius difference

to 5 ppt, whereas the experimental precision is about an order of magnitude better. The

comparison of ∆g on this level of precision opens up a new regime for probing the validity

of QED. Now, the nuclear recoil contribution can be resolved to 3-4 digits and for the first

time the QED contribution to the nuclear recoil can be tested to 25%. A better value for

the charge radius difference in the future could even improve this comparison by an order

of magnitude. The agreement of experiment and theory also sets stringent limits on new,

unknown contributions to ∆g. For example, dark matter exchange bosons that couple to
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the electron and nucleons via the Higgs portal [9] would lead to a shift of ∆g depending on

their mass and the coupling constants yeyn. Consequently, our experiment allows setting

limits on such dark matter candidates. Figure 4.8 shows the resulting exclusion plot.

These results have recently been submitted to Nature.
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5 | Laser spectroscopy

The techniques described in chapter 4 were originally intended specifically for g-factor

spectroscopy. However, the ability to distinguish internal metastable substates of single

ions with close to unity fidelity, combined with the extremely good vacuum and the stable

field conditions, make cryogenic Penning traps also a prime tool to perform precision

spectroscopy of forbidden optical transitions. This chapter describes the measurement

principles at the example of the first proof-of-principle measurement at Alphatrap, the

measurement of the finestructure transition in boronlike 40Ar13+ [17].

Today, precision laser spectroscopy of atomic and molecular ions has become one

of the most powerful tools for fundamental research. The trapped ion can be cooled

to very low temperatures or even to the motional ground-state. In combination with

ultra-narrow lasers and frequency combs, a new regime of precision becomes available. For

the highest precision, long-lived states and correspondingly narrow transitions have to be

used. However, the long lifetime also causes extremely low fluorescence yields and prevents

the traditional detection of those fluorescence photons for detecting a transition. In some

specific cases, a second, rapid cycling internal transition can be used to detect fluorescence.

In this so-called electron shelving technique the transition to a third long-lived state is

detected via the sudden absence of fluorescence from the first transition (see also 4.1).

Generally however, such a transition is not available in the ion of interest and other, novel

techniques have to be used:

• Quantum logic spectroscopy (QLS)

• continuous Stern-Gerlach effect (CSGE)

For QLS, an auxiliary ion (A) with a rapid cycling transition, for example Be+, is co-

trapped with the ion of interest (S). By laser-cooling A, also S can be sympathetically

cooled so that eventually the two ions crystallize. This Coulomb crystal can then be

further cooled, for example via resolved sideband cooling, to or close to the motional

ground state. Due to the close proximity of the two ions in the crystal, typically about

40 μm, their motion is strongly coupled by the Coulomb force. The internal state of S can

thus be mapped onto the motional state of the crystal via a red sideband pulse, resonant

with one of the shared motional modes. Afterwards, the motional state is mapped to an

internal state of A, where it can be detected via optical fluorescence. Until today, QLS has
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mainly been used in radiofrequency traps and enables rapid state detection, but requires a

second ion to be co-trapped [69].

In my group we have recently developed a novel scheme on basis of the CSGE that

enables a new type of laser spectroscopy. This chapter addresses our method and measure-

ments that become possible with it. Detailed information can be found in the original

publication:

• Laser spectroscopy of HCI via the CSGE

A. Egl et al. “Application of the Continuous Stern-Gerlach Effect for Laser Spec-

troscopy of the 40Ar13+ Fine Structure in a Penning Trap”. In: Phys. Rev. Lett.

123.12 (2019), p. 123001.

The idea there is to use a laser beam to drive a transition into a state with different

magnetic moment projection. Such a transition can then be detected with almost unity

fidelity via the CSGE. This way, no fluorescence photons have to be detected, making

the technique largely independent of the decay rate and linewidth of the spectroscopy

transition. If the lifetime of the excited state is very long, as typically in very narrow clock

transitions, the CSGE is used directly on the excited state.

5.1 Fine structure of boronlike 40Ar13+

Alternatively, the ion can be pumped into a different ground state via a spontaneous decay.

The strong magnetic field in a Penning trap lifts the degeneracy of levels with different

mJ . This process is depicted in figure 5.1 at the example of the fine-structure transition in

boronlike argon 40Ar13+. There, the ion is prepared in a well-defined Zeeman substate, here

w.l.o.g. the spin “up” (|g,+1/2〉) state. The laser now probes the transition to |e,−1/2〉.
Due to the Zeeman splitting, even a polarized beam is not strictly necessary. When the

Figure 5.1: Laser spectroscopy of a
dipole forbidden transition with long
lifetime. The CSGE allows distinguish-
ing between the |g,±1/2〉 ground states.
In this example, initially the ion is
prepared in |g,+1/2〉. If the laser
drives the |g,+1/2〉 → |e,−1/2〉 tran-
sition, a spontaneous decay to either
|g,+1/2〉 or |g,−1/2〉 is possible. Due
to the Zeeman splitting, the |g,−1/2〉
is effectively a dark state that the
ion is eventually pumped into. The
changed ground state is detected using
the CSGE.

spontaneous decay τ≈10ms
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ion is excited to |e,−1/2〉 it can decay back to either |g,+1/2〉 or |g,−1/2〉 within roughly

10 ms. In the latter case, the Zeeman shift makes the laser strongly off-resonant, so that

the ion is eventually pumped into the |g,−1/2〉 dark state. The transition can then be

witnessed by determining the change of the final state |g,+1/2〉 → |g,−1/2〉. Since the

CSGE can detect this change of state with basically unity fidelity, also extended scans to

search for the transition are possible. If the transition lies within the scanned range and

the laser power and chirp speed are chosen suitably, the ion will eventually be pumped into

the dark state. This can be detected after the scan and a divide-and-conquer algorithm

can be employed to narrow in on the transition, so that scan ranges of several GHz are

easily possible even for extremely narrow transitions. In our work [17], we have introduced

and demonstrated this technique at the example of 40Ar13+. There, we have achieved a

precision of 9 ppb, limited mostly by the calibration of the laser frequency, which was

measured by a iodine-locked wavemeter, which had been cross-calibrated with a frequency

comb at the start and end of the campaign only. Additionally, the first order Doppler shift

at an axial temperature of about 1 K leads to a symmetric broadening of the resonance at

fo to σfo =
√

kBTz
mc2

fo ≈ 33 MHz. In fact, as the ion is strongly trapped, this broadening

consists of a “forest” of sideband lines at ∆fo = ±n1fz ± n2f− ± n3f+. For a plane wave

beam, the magnetron and cyclotron sidebands should be weak if the laser is exactly parallel

to the magnetic field. The axial sidebands however are sizeable, but could not be resolved

in this measurement due to the effective linewidth of the laser. In dedicated experiments

the precision can be drastically improved by resolving the individual sidebands, which

becomes possible either by cooling to the Lamb-Dicke regime with (sympathetic) laser

cooling (see chapter 6.3) or generally by resolving the forest of lines with a laser of suitable

stability and linewidth. In either case, the uncertainty due to the first order Doppler shift

is zeroed and new limits have to be considered. Depending on the type of transition, these

can be the second order Doppler shift (SODS) or magnetic field fluctuations for transitions

that show a strong Zeeman shift. For an ion at mK temperature, the SODS amounts

to a relative shift on the order of 1× 10−18. The magnetic field can be determined to

about 11 digits by measuring the cyclotron frequency. Consequently, for a first order

Zeeman-shifted line (as in the 40Ar13+ case), the magnetic field imposes about 1× 10−15

uncertainty for the optical transition. In many cases however, transitions with drastically

reduced magnetic field dependence can be used, removing this limitation.

In the future we want to employ this technique to perform ultra-precision laser spec-

troscopy of partly extremely long-lived ro-vibrational states in molecular H+
2 and HD+

ions, and eventually even the antimatter counterpart H̄
−
2 , which would be a unique test of

the CPT invariance theorem (see chapter 6).
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6 | Future projects

In this chapter I present planned projects and prospects for Alphatrap and Liontrap

and the field in general. Some of these are very likely to succeed, for some others the

progress in the coming years will decide on the feasibility. However all of them will advance

the field and provide new opportunities for intriguing measurements.

6.1 The hyperfine structure of HCI

The measurement of the bound electron g-factor in HCI without nuclear spin enables a

test of QED in strong electric fields. However, if the nucleus does have a spin, the electron

additionally experiences strong magnetic fields, ranging up to 20 000 T for heavy HCI.

These magnetic fields give rise to the hyperfine splitting (HFS) [70], which scales with Z3

and eventually reaches the optical regime:

∆EHFS = αgI
me

mp

F (F + 1)− I(I + 1)− j(j + 1)

2j(j + 1)
mec

2 (Zα)3

n3(2l + 1)
FHFS(N,Z,Q). (6.1)

The HFS is proportional to the nuclear g-factor gI and depends on the orbital, spin-orbital,

nuclear and total angular momenta l,j,I and F , respectively. Furthermore, it scales

with the main quantum number n−3 and the correction factor FHFS, which contains the

Bohr-Weisskopf effect (BWE) as well as QED contributions. By measuring the HFS it

is thus possible to probe QED also in strong magnetic fields, if gI and FHFS are known

sufficiently well. This is however difficult to fulfill with ab-initio calculations, especially for

the BWE. Rather, similar to the case of the bound electron g-factor, a specific difference

of the hyperfine energy splitting in different charge states ∆E ′ = ∆E2s − ξ∆E1s can

be formed, which zeroes the largest part of this nuclear structure contribution. For

experimental reasons, we prefer systems where both the hydrogen- and lithiumlike HFS fall

into the optical (or laser-accessible) regime. The n−3 scaling (see eq. 6.1) means that the

hydrogenlike HFS needs to be in the near-UV range, so that we can find the lithiumlike

HFS in the IR. This is uniquely possible in the Z ≈ 83 range, around bismuth 209Bi82+,80+.

In 2016, the LIBELLE collaboration has published [71] their results on the bismuth

HFS measured at the experimental storage ring ESR at GSI Darmstadt. They reached a

relative experimental accuracy of about 3.5× 10−4 for ∆E ′. The comparison with theory,

using the tabulated value of the nuclear gI-factor (obtained via liquid-phase NMR), showed
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Figure 6.1: Proposed spectroscopy of 209Bi82+

at Alphatrap. The 4 T magnetic field
causes a Zeeman splitting for the individual
mF levels. With the techniques discussed in
chapter 4, Alphatrap allows measuring the
243 nm HFS as well as the 10 GHz Zeeman
transitions, which can reveal the nuclear gI
factor.
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an astonishing 7σ discrepancy. However, this discrepancy has been traced back to a flawed

gI value, and a careful NMR experiment by LIBELLE made it disappear [72]. At the

slightly lower precision resulting from this new gI value, the QED contributions to ∆E ′

are tested to the 20% level. To advance this QED test in strong magnetic fields, first

and foremost a clean and precise independent measurement of gI is needed. Alphatrap

can provide this, by measuring the Zeeman splitting in the F = 4 ground state of the

HFS of hydrogenlike (see figure 6.1) or lithiumlike bismuth. The effective gF -factor can be

expressed as

gF = gJ
F (F + 1) + J(J + 1)− I(I + 1)

2F (F + 1)
− gI

me

mp

F (F + 1)− J(J + 1) + I(I + 1)

2F (F + 1)
. (6.2)

Consequently, if gJ is known either from theory or from a second measurement of gF in

the F = 5 state, gI can be extracted from gF , albeit at a me
mp
≈ 1

1836
lower sensitivity.

Experimentally, we expect to reach δgF/gF < 10−10, which corresponds to 0.2 ppm precision

for gI . This measurement is possible even if only lithiumlike Bi is available. However, to

further improve the QED test, eventually also an improved measurement of the optical

HFS transition is required. This is feasible at Alphatrap using the techniques discussed

in chapter 5.1, but the very small gF -factor in the F = 4 groundstate of 209Bi leads to a

correspondingly hard to determine axial frequency jump. While state detection seems

possible to achieve with some specialised techniques, our CSGE method does give us more

freedom to choose a suitable ion than fluorescence detection does. A specifically interesting

candidate in that respect seems to be 174Lu, which has a F = 1 groundstate, making the

spin detection correspondingly simpler.
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In any case, measurements on the hydrogenlike HCI will require the availability of an

improved high-energy EBIT. This planned development is topic of the next chapter.

6.2 Enabling measurements in the strongest fields

with a new high-energy EBIT for Alphatrap

The main objective of Alphatrap, and especially our project within the CRC ISOQUANT,

is to perform a stringent test of QED in the Zα ≈ 1 regime. One prime candidate is

hydrogenlike lead 208Pb81+. This nucleus is doubly magic and has a correspondingly

simple structure, which supports the precise prediction of the nuclear contributions to

g. Here, Zα ≈ 0.6 and thus bound-state QED becomes strongly coupled. Consequently,

an expansion into orders of (Zα)n fails and a rigorous calculations in all orders of Zα

become necessary. A precise test in this regime would thus enable a new and unique view

on strong field physics.

However, the ionisation energy for hydrogenlike 208Pb81+ is about 105 keV, which is

currently out of reach for the Heidelberg HD-EBIT. To efficiently produce 208Pb81+ an

electron beam energy well beyond 200 keV is required. To this end, my group is currently

collaborating with the group of PD Dr. José Crespo at MPIK to upgrade the existing

Hyper-EBIT to this beam energy. The Hyper-EBIT is much better suited for the high

voltages than the HD-EBIT and its cold-head makes it significantly easier and cheaper to

operate. Still, many structural and functional parts have to be re-developed and built to

satisfy the requirements for isolation distance on the one hand and electromagnetic safety

in case of discharges on the other hand. Currently, the Hyper-EBIT is reconstructed in a

dedicated laboratory with Faraday cage walls. The plan is to develop the upgrade the

Hyper-EBIT in the new offline lab until the required performance can be demonstrated.

Then, in a view years, we will relocate it to the current HD-EBIT hut, where it eventually

replaces the HD-EBIT. This way, there will be no significant idle time for the experiments

at Alphatrap as well as for those at the HD-EBIT.

6.3 Sympathetic laser cooling at Alphatrap

Currently, the temperature of the ion motion is a significant limitation for some of our

measurements, especially for the laser spectroscopy. While electronic feedback cooling

enables Tz ≈ 1 K, mK temperatures are required to reach the Lamb-Dicke regime, where

the first-order Doppler effect can be neutralised. Such temperatures are only accessible by

laser cooling. However, in many cases the ion of interest does not have suitable cooling

transitions. Then, a second ion, e.g. Be+, is either co-trapped in the same potential, or
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Figure 6.2: Sympathetic laser
cooling in separate traps via
the image current. The “red”
laser-cooled ion is coupled to
the “blue” ion of interest via
the voltage generated on the
shared electrode(s) by their re-
spective image currents. The
effective impedance Z decides
on the signal amplitude and
thus on the coupling rate. If
Z is a high-Q tank circuit, the
coupling between the ions can
be drastically accelerated.

Zeff

both ions sit in their own potential minima and are coupled via their image currents. The

second method has the important advantage that the ion of interest is not exposed to

strong Coulomb interactions that would cause motional frequency shifts and hinder a

precise determination of the cyclotron frequency. However, this advantage comes at the

price of a drastically reduced transfer (“Rabi”) frequency Ωex between ions 1 and 2, which

is proportional to the effective impedance |Zeff| of the image current pickup electrode and

the effective electrode distances D1 and D2:

Ωex = 2
π

τex

=
1

2

q1q2√
m1m2

√
N1N2

D1D2

|Zeff| . (6.3)

Ωex can be significantly increased by connecting a superconducting tank circuit to the

shared electrode(s)1. Recently, the BASE collaboration has published first results on

sympathetic cooling of protons in separate traps [73, 74]. By tuning both ions into

resonance with each other, but slightly off the tank circuit resonance, the relatively large

tank impedance increases the coupling rate, while the noise heating from the 4 K tank is

limited. In

• Tank circuit assisted sympathetic laser cooling

B. Tu et al. “Tank-Circuit Assisted Coupling Method for Sympathetic Laser Cooling”.

In: Adv. Quantum Technol. (2021), p. 2100029,

my group has developed a method that supports sympathetic laser cooling of arbitrary ions

to mK temperatures. Figure 6.3 shows the predicted effective cooling rate and equilibrium

temperature in the “worst case” of a single H+
2 ion. The effective cooling time constant

τeff is below 10 s even for the largest detunings, which give access to the single mK regime.

1This method also works for spatially completely separated traps. In that case, one electrode of each
trap is connected to the tank.
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Figure 6. The calculated equilibrium temperature Teq (solid black) and
effective cooling time constant 𝜏eff (dashed red) of H+

2 as a function of the
overall frequency detuning (𝜔 − 𝜔R)∕2𝜋 off the resonance frequency with
the intermittent laser cooling method. For details see text.

At the beginning of the sympathetic cooling, ion 1 is at T1 ≈
T0 ≫ T1,eq while ion 2 can be laser cooled to TD in advance.
The energy reduction of ion 1 in 𝜏c time is given by ΔE ≈
− 1

4
kbΩ2

R𝜏
2
cT1. From that we can expect the cooling to follow an

exponential function:

T1(t) = (T0 − T1,eq)e
− t

𝜏eff + T1,eq (11)

Here, 𝜏eff = 4
Ω2
R𝜏c

is the effective cooling time constant. If the opti-

mized coupling time 𝜏c,opt is chosen in order to reach theminimal

temperature, then 𝜏eff,opt ≈
2√
3ΩR

√
𝜏1−Res.
𝜏2−Res.

∝ D2
1

q21
Ceff. For a fast cool-

ing, a small effective electrode distance D and a small effective
capacitance are favorable.
We envisaged sympathetic cooling of a single H+

2 ion with 100
9Be+ ions in the coupling trap (discussed in Section 2, D = 4.6
mm and CT = 10 pF) assisted by the resonant tank circuit (L =
2.1 mH, CR = 5.1 pF). Assuming a similar loss in the resonator
Rp = 344 MΩ as currently in the PT[37] the Q-value would be
about 28 000. The equilibrium temperature (black solid) and the
effective cooling time constant (red dashed) can be calculated
with an optimized coupling time 𝜏c,opt as a function of the over-
all detuning (𝜔 − 𝜔R)∕2𝜋 off the resonance frequency (shown in
Figure 6). With larger detuning the final equilibrium tempera-
ture gets lower while the cooling becomes slower due to the in-
creased effective capacitance (see Section 3.1). If a larger coupling
time length 𝜏c is used, the coupling becomes faster, however Teq
is higher according to Equation (8). Using this scaling it is possi-
ble to design a cooling scheme that enables obtaining millikelvin
equilibrium temperatures for a single H+

2 ion within a reason-
able time.
The sympathetic cooling can be also numerically simulated

with Equation (2) where the damping terms due to the resonator

coupling are 𝛾ii =
Niq

2
i
Reff

miD
2
i

, 𝛾ij =
NjqiqjReff
miDiDj

andwith the Johnson noise

voltageUnoise =
√
4T0kbReffΔf (Δf is the bandwidth). We choose

a coupling position 5 kHz off the resonance frequency to reduce
the resonator heating. The optimized coupling length there is

Figure 7. The numerical simulation (black solid) and analytical calculation
(red dashed) of sympathetic cooling of a single H+

2 ion with 100 9Be+ ions
assisted by a common tank circuit as a function of the cooling time.

𝜏c,opt ≈ 0.4 s. The simulation demonstrates that the H+
2 ion is ex-

ponentially cooled down from 4.2 K to about 30 mK in about 20
s, which agrees with the analytical calculation from Equation (11)
(see Figure 7). To achieve even lower temperatures, one can use
either a larger detuning with a longer cooling time, increase the
Q-value of the tank circuit or reduce the trap capacitance. Addi-
tionally, it is possible to adjust 𝜏c to the optimized value after a
pre-cooling period with longer 𝜏c to achieve faster cooling and
lower temperatures.
For some precision measurements at Alphatrap, the target

ion needs to stay in the PT, which has a spatial distance to the
coupling trap. By connecting the same resonator to both traps,
it is still possible to couple the target ion with the auxiliary ions
for sympathetic cooling. As an example, a single 208Pb81+ ion in
the PT (DPT = 29.2mm and CT = 23.3 pF) can be cooled to about
20 mK in 20 s according to our simulation.
Finally we can compare the intermittent and the continuous

laser cooling technique. Simulations of H2-Be cooling with the
same trap parameters have been done for both cooling methods,
resulting in equilibrium temperatures and effective cooling time
constants as a function of the frequency difference Δ𝜈 (shown
in Figure 8). With Δ𝜈 up to 1 Hz, Teq increases to 48 mK and
𝜏eff increases by a factor of 2 for the intermittent laser cooling
method. In some cases with a special laser damping coefficient
𝛾L and small frequency mismatch, the continuous laser cooling
method can achieve even lower temperatures in a reasonable
cooling time. However, the intermittent laser cooling method is
more robust with respect to the laser power and detuning and
shows only small sensitivity to ion frequency stability as long as
the coupling length 𝜏c is shorter than the inverse modified Rabi
frequencyΩ′

R, which can be always achieved by adjusting the fre-
quency detuning d𝜔.

5. Conclusion

In summary, a new technique for highly efficient sympathetic
cooling has been proposed and tested in this work. With the
assistance of a common resonator the axial motion of ion
species located in separate traps can be strongly coupled. In
the demonstration experiment, an avoided crossing behavior of
the motion of 40Ar11+ and 84Kr23+ ions has been observed. In
addition, an intermittent laser cooling method has been studied
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Figure 6.3: Effective cooling
rate and equilibrium temper-
ature as a function of the de-
tuning from the tank circuit.
In this example, the param-
eters of the current Alpha-
trap PT tank circuit have
been applied for the cooling of
a single H+

2 molecular ion. For
HCI the cooling rates would
be significantly higher or alter-
natively the equilibrium tem-
perature could be chosen lower
by using a larger detuning.
Figure taken from [75].

In combination with a novel trap design, we hope to add sympathetic laser cooling of HCI

to our routine toolbox in the near future and thus pave the way for orders-of-magnitude

higher precision measurements.

6.4 Fundamental constants and mass differences via

the coupled magnetron orbit method

The coupled magnetron orbit method, both for CFR (chapter 3.4.1) and also g-factor

differences (chapter 4.3.1), has opened up a new regime of precision for mass- and Zeeman

spectroscopy in Penning traps. Specifically the ∆g method is extremely versatile, as it

profits from the similarity of the Larmor frequencies in many bound-electron systems and

has much less strict requirements for the matching of the ion masses than the CFR version.

6.4.1 The finestructure constant α

One obvious application is the determination of fundamental constants, such as the

finestructure constant α from a measurement of ∆g in low or medium-Z ions. As elaborated

in [64], by looking at ∆g of two HCI with approximately a factor of two difference in Z,

the QED contributions in order (Zα)0 (free electron QED) drop out completely, whereas

large parts of the relativistic Dirac contribution, as well as higher order QED contributions

remain. A value of α determined from such a ∆g would therefore be largely independent

of the determination of α from g-2 of the free electron and would consequently support an

important consistency checks of the standard model [6, 7, 4].

However, a severe limitation comes from the finite knowledge of the charge radii

and other nuclear contributions. These have to be zeroed with the help of additional
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measurements, either spectroscopy of muonic atoms (e.g. [76]), XUV and x-ray spectroscopy

of electronic HCI [77], or g-factor measurements in other charge states of the same ion [78].

In the latter case, first a specific combination of a lithium- and a hydrogenlike g-factor

cancels the nuclear contributions (see chapter 4.3). In a second step, we combine two such

specific combinations for different Z ions:

∆Ωg = ∆Ξg(Z)−∆Ξg(Z/2)

= (g2s,Z − ΞZ g1s,Z)−
(
g2s,Z/2 − ΞZ/2 g1s,Z/2

)
=
(
g2s,Z − g2s,Z/2

)
+ ΞZ

(
g1s,Z − g1s,Z/2

)
+
(
ΞZ − ΞZ/2

)
g1s,Z/2.

(6.4)

It is evident that the dominant contribution comes from the 2s g-factors. In this combi-

nation they appear only as differences, which makes them accessible with the extremely

precise coupled magnetron orbit method. A similar contribution of 1s g-factors is even

reduced by Ξ and the absolute g1s by ΞZ − ΞZ/2 � 1. In [64] the authors show that a

precise measurement of ∆Ωg in principle holds promise to improve the precision of α by

about an order of magnitude once theory has been sufficiently advanced.

6.4.2 The Q-value of the 3T-3He decay

The KATRIN experiment aims to determine the mass of the electron anti-neutrino or

give an upper limit of mν̄ < 0.2 eV by measuring the electron energy spectrum of the 3T

beta decay. mν̄ can be determined from the shape of the spectrum close to the endpoint.

If mν̄ > 0, the spectrum is depleted for the highest energies. If the endpoint is known

independently from a measurement of the mass difference ∆mT/He of 3T-3He, mν̄ can

be constrained better. The mν̄ < 0.2 eV limit that KATRIN aims for translates into a

requirement of about δ∆mT/He/mT < 8 ppt. This precision is very difficult to achieve

with a traditional alternating CFR measurement, but easily in reach with the common

magnetron orbit method. For 3T and 3He the Q-value, or equivalently the mass mismatch,

is extraordinarily small. This is desirable to achieve optimal sensitivity to a small anti-

neutrino mass, but it also has some implications on the mass difference measurement.

Specifically in case of a common magnetron orbit measurement, systematic shifts are very

similar for both ions and thus cancel to a large extent. However, the mass difference is

actually so small and the trap frequencies are consequently so similar that for realistic

separation distances the resonance interaction, or “frequency pulling”, becomes excessively

large and hinders a precise readout of the CFR. As a workaround it is reasonable to

measure 3T and 3He, one at a time, against an auxiliary ion, for example HD+. There, the

mass difference is a bit larger, still small enough to cancel systematics, but large enough

to prevent resonant interaction between the ions.

Currently, we are developing the sources that will allow the production of 3T+ and
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3He+ ions in Liontrap.

6.5 H+
2 spectroscopy

The hydrogen molecular ion has been a target for fundamental research for decades. Its

uniquely simple structure, with only one electron, makes it very accessible for precision

tests. Unlike in atomic systems and especially HCI, molecular hydrogen ions in their

electronic ground state have a rich ro-vibrational structure with many levels that can

be used for laser spectroscopy. Due to the exact symmetry along the molecular axis,

for H+
2 the dipole moment vanishes and consequently the lifetimes of the ro-vibrational

levels (vibrational and rotational quantum numbers (ν, L), respectively) are extremely long

[79], ranging up to 2× 106 s for ro-vibrational transitions and even 1× 1010 s for the pure

rotational transitions (for example (0, 2)→ (0, 0)) to the ground state. For the purpose of

laboratory experiments we thus have to consider these states to be “stable”. On the one

hand, this leads to extremely narrow transitions and accordingly high precision, on the

other hand the state- and transition detection can be very difficult, respectively impossible

with fluorescence detection. Moreover, depending on the production method, many states

can be initially populated.

Here, the methods described in chapter 5, based on the CSGE, can be ideally employed.

To this end, we make use of the (ν, L) dependence of the |↓〉 ↔ |↑〉 spin transition [80]. By

finding the frequency that is able to flip the spin, witnessed by the axial frequency jump

due to the CSGE, we can unambiguously determine the (ν, L) state (for N ≥ 2, even).

For sufficiently cold ions (see section 6.3), such measurements can reach 1× 10−16 relative

precision. As the transition frequencies depend on a multitude of fundamental constants,

for example the electron-to-proton mass ratio, a comparison to theory prediction allows

determining the value of these constants, or alternatively, if we use tabulated values, the
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Figure 6.4: Spectroscopy
and state detection for
H+

2 or H̄
−
2 . In this exam-

ple, a 4.6 μm laser probes
the narrow (0, 2)→ (1, 2)
transition. As the Lar-
mor frequency is specific
for every ν, we can unam-
biguously determine the
(ν, L) state by trying to
drive the |↓〉 → |↑〉 with
the respective mmW ex-
citation frequencies.
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theory prediction can be tested.

As our measurement method requires only a single ion, a very intriguing possibility

arises. If it is possible to produce and capture the antimatter equivalent of H+
2 , H̄

−
2 , the exact

same method can be used to measure the respective transitions. A comparison between

the transitions in the matter and antimatter ions then constitute a unique and stringent

test of the CPT invariance theorem. As CPT demands that the frequencies are exactly

identical, no explicit theory prediction of the transition frequencies is required and only the

experimental precision is the limit for the comparison. While the conditions in the trap,

including the extremely good vacuum, already support this type of measurement, a practical

production process for H̄
−
2 still needs to be developed. While the constituents, antiprotons

and positrons, can be routinely produced and trapped at the antiproton decelerator (AD)

facility at CERN, Geneva, the formation of the molecular ion is complicated and inefficient.

Still, we hope that in the not too distant future we can implement this fascinating

experiment.
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7 | Conclusions

Over the last two decades, precision spectroscopy in Penning traps has seen intriguing

advances. These have been enabled by the availability of the basic techniques that allow

the preparation, cooling and detection of single ions, which have been pioneered in the

groups of Hans Dehmelt and later Gerald Gabrielse in Washington and Harvard, David

Pritchard at MIT and Günter Werth in Mainz.

At Liontrap we have used these techniques, complemented by new developments

such as the phase sensitive PnA method and advanced electronics and traps, to determine

atomic masses of light ions such as the proton and the deuteron and the HD+ molecular

ion with world-leading precision. These results have shed light on the light ion mass puzzle

and revealed inconsistencies in the literature values of these fundamentally important

values. In the close future, we plan to also measure the atomic masses of 3He and 4He,

which hopefully will resolve this issue.

The availability of highly charged ions in these experiments has added novel oppor-

tunities for testing the validity of our standard model in extreme fields. My group has

developed and commissioned Alphatrap and its predecessor experiment in Mainz1, which

have enabled us to perform a number of unique measurements of the g-factor of the bound

electron in single- and few-electron systems:

• 28Si13+: the most stringent test of QED in strong fields

• 28Si11+: the most stringent test of relativistic electron interactions in strong fields

• 12C5+: ultra-precise determination of the electron atomic mass

• 40,48Ca17+: The isotopic shift of the g-factor beyond the Furry picture

1As mentioned earlier, the original version of the Mainz experiment had already been developed in the
group of Günter Werth.
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• 40Ar13+:

g-factor: test of QED in a boronlike, five electron system

fine-structure: laser spectroscopy of a forbidden transition in HCI

• 118Sn49+,47+,45+: test of QED in the Zα ≈ 0.36 regime, currently unpublished

• 22,20Ne9+: ultra-precise measurement of the isotopic shift with the common magnetron

orbit method, test of the QED contribution to the recoil, and limit on physics beyond

the standard model, currently unpublished.

The most recent developments of techniques for ultra-precise laser spectroscopy in

HCI (chapter 5), ultra-precision spectroscopy of g-factor differences with the common

magnetron orbit method (chapters 4.3.1 and 3.4.1), and sympathetic laser cooling of

arbitrary ions will enable a whole class of intriguing measurements.
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